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CHAPTER I 

THE UNIVERSALITY OF SIMILAR CREATION MYTHS 

4mong primitives acting independently of each other in various parts 

of the world, there is, humanly speaking, an almost inexplicable consist- 

enoy of religious belief. Hany soholars have attempted to explain this 

universal consistency of belief. Lang accounts for thie diffusion of the 

sane stories all over the world as followas 

An anoient identity of mental status, and the working of sinilar 
mentel forces at the attempt to explain the same phenomena, will 
account, without any theory of borrowing, or of transmission of 
myth, or of original unity of race, for the world-wide diffusion 
on many mythical conceptions. 

Tylor likewise says "That the same imaginative processes regularly reour, 

that the world-wide myths show the regularity and the consistency of the 

ae human imagination. Menzies himself disagrees with writers suoh as Vil-= 

helm Sohnidt, who promote the idea of a primitive revelation. He deolares: 

It hag. been asoribed to a primitive revelation. But . « e how could 
ail mankind forget a pure religion? « « e Ho. The history of early 
civilization is the history of a struggle . + e in which he is not 
remembering something he had lost, but advanoing by new routes to a 
land he never reached before. e« . tie may also put aside the theory 
that man hed religion from the first aa an innate idea.” 

  

1hang, iyth, Ritual, and Religion, as quoted in History of Religions 
by Allon Mengles (New Yorks Charles Soribner's Sons, 1902) p.22. 

2tylor, Primitive Gulture, quoted by Allen Menzies in History of Rel- 
igion (Hew York: Charles Soribner*’s Sons, 1902) pe 22. 

Sazian Menzies, ops Gites pp- 25, 24.
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This same viewpoint has been very aptly and clearly propounded by Lewis 

Spence in the sonoluding portion of his book, The liythologies of Anolent 

Hexioo and Peru, where he writes: 

» » « the origins of the religions of Mexioo ond Peru could not have 
been of any other than an indigenous nature. Their evolution took 

. Place wholly upon American soil, and if resemblances appear in their 
systems to the mythologies or religions of Asia, they are explicable 
by the lew now so well known to anthropologists and students of aom= 
parative religion, that, given similar olroumstances, and similar en= 
vironments, the evolution of ths religious beliefs of widely separatq 
ed peoples will proosed upon similer lines.® 

Just as Menzies, Spenoe bases his conclusion, that there vas no common 

origin of religious belief, on the theory that man‘s religion is evolving 

fron tho more primitive, rather than it being now a degeneration of a 

higher form of worship. Me states very definitely that, in the early part 

of the twentieth century, anthropology could not have subsoribed to the 

latter views 

The question of Asiatic influences must not altogether be cast aside 
as an untenable theory; but it ia well to bear in mind that such ine 
fluences, did they even exist, must have been of the most transitory 

desoription, and could have left but few traces upon the religion of 
the peoples in question. e . When speaking of falths carried from 
Asie into Amerioa at the. pericd of ite original settlement, it is 
first necessary to premise Pleistosene Man had already arrived at that 
stage of mental development in whioh the existence of supernatural 
beings is recognized <= a premise with which modern anthropology 
would ssaroely find itself in agreement. 

Dr. Brinton, who also denies that the origin of these myths lies ina 

oumion tradition, admits, however, that the similarities of the myths are 

amazing’ 

  

  

“Lewis Spence, The Mythologies of Anoient Mexico and Peru (London: 
Arohibald Constable & Coss 1907) ps 77s 

Stbides pe 6e
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The astonishing similarity, the absolute identitios, which constant- 
ly present themselves in myths and oults separated by oceans and con- 
tinents « « « have been construed as evidence of common descent or of 
distant transmission. . « Wherever we turn, in time or space, to the 

_ earliest and simpliest religions of the world, we find them dealing 
with nearly the same objective facts In nearly the same subjectiye 
fashion, the differences being due to local and temporal causes. 

Elsewhere Dr. Brinton has reiterated his astonishnent at the similarities 

of myths emong the primitives. He had just reviewed the myths of the Amer~ 

indians, when he addeds 

Thess myths, and many others, hint of general conceptions of life and 
the world, wide-spread theories of things, such as we are not accuston-— 
ed to expcot among savage nations, such as may very exousably exolte 
a doubt as to thelr native origin. e » Is it hitherto, in the pride of 
intellectual culture, we have never done justice to the thinking facul- 
ties of those whom we call barbarians? Or shall we acoept the alter= 
native, that these are the unappreolated heirlooms bequethed a rude 
race by a period of higher civilization, iong since extinguished by 
constant wars and ceaseless fear? Or that they have been passed fron 
hand to hand te America from the famed and ancient centers of civili- 
zation in Asia and Egypt? With almost unanimous consent the latter has 
been accepted as the true solution. « Bd 

Although Brinton indicated that most students of anthropology accepted the 

latter as the true solution, he himself could not agrees 

On the othsr hand, there are 2 number of men that not only adnit a 

striking siallarity among the myths of the world, but they also attribute 

thie siniiarity to | aommon origin, a comaon tradition. Among these is the 

well-know Austrian priest, Father Sohnidt, who has developed this theory 

in his great work, Ursprung der Gottesidee. In the work that forced his col- 

  
leagues to take him seriously for the first time, High Gods in North Amer- 

ios, Schuidt makes known his viewpoint at the very outsets 

  

  

Gpaniel Brinton, Religions of Primitive Peoples (New York: G.P. Fut- 
nan‘'s Sons, 1897) pe De 

7daniel Brinton, The Hyths of the Hew World (Philadelphia: David 
MoKay, Publisher, 1896) pp. 267. 268. 
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Firstly, in regard to the development of human culture in spatial 
juxtaposition, the monogenesis of mankind, now formally established 
and acoepted by almost all anthropologists of rank, makes 1t olear 
that man, in almost all the regions of the earth where we encounter 
him today, has migrated from elsavhere. Thus it was not the last re- 
gion where he arrived that created his culture; 1t modified his aul- 
ture, acquired already in other stages of his manifold migrations. 

Alexander, in his volume on the Horth American Indians also states: 

It has resently been the ouston of writers dealing with Indian be- 
liefs to assert that the conception of a Great Spirit or Great lyse 
tery is imported by white teachers, that the untutored Indian knows 
no such being; the universality of the earlier tradition as to the 
native existence of this idea is regarded as of little consequence, 
alnost as a studied nisinterpretation. Nevertheless, when we find 
such definite conceptions as that of the Kitshi ianito among the Al~ 
gonquins or Tirawa-atius in Parmee religion, or even suoh indefinite 
ones as that of the Carrier Indians* Yuttoere (that whioh is on high), 
we begin to question the truth of the modern assertion. As a natter 
of fact, there is hardly a tribe that does not possess its belief in 

whet may very properly be oalled a Great Spirit, or Great iiystery, or 
ifaster of Life. . « If these presonceptions of the white man he avold= 
ed, and the Great Spirit be judged by what he does and the manner in 
which he ia approached, his difference from the Supreme Deity of the 
white mon is not so apparent. 

students of anthropology, as the author has already pointed out, agree 

alnost unanimously that the similarities among the nyths themselves are 

astonishing. Others have proceeded a step further and have deslared the 

sinilarity between the myths of the primitives and the accounts of the Bible 

to be so amazing as to indicate the later influence of missionaries, or, 

on the other hand, as to indiente a common origin and tradition. Hurray, in 

Aisoussing the traditions of the Incas, is of the opinion that the sinilar- 

ities are not due to the later influence of missionaries: 

  

Sva1helm Schmidt, High Gods in North 
sity Press, 1933) pe Te 

94,5. Alexander, Mythology of All Races - North American ‘edited by 
LeH. Gray (Boston: Marshall Jones Coss 001916) X, S82. : 

America (London: Oxford Univer= 
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Parallels have also been pointed out between passages in the Old 
Testament and fraguents of late Inca oral poetry reoorded by Spanish 
friers, parallels so striking that for a long time historians accused 
the friars of "dootoring" this Inca literature. Students of the hist- 
ory of religion todoy, however, say that the existence of monothels- 
tic ideas among primitives the world ovor has been established inde= 
pendently of any known Old Testament influence. . 2 

Murray states further that "prehistory and Seripture meet on common ground 

eat several points, among whioh the following seem to be the most important: 

the place of man's origin, the physioal appearance of the first man, « « et 

Thus the reader has been led to the subject of this thesis. He is avare 

of a universal consistency of beliefs. It is quite evident that there is a 

likeness between these beliefs and the accounts of Soripture. The reader is 

also aware of the faot that there is a difference of opinion among students 

of anthropology concerning the origin of these similarities. tiith this over- 

all view in mind, the author has deoided to limit the investigation to ore- 

ation myths, and, with these, the concept of a Creator-God. The author haa 

Limited the thesis further to myths and fragments of myths which are, in 

any manner, parallel to the acoount of oreation as reoorded in Genesis, andy. 

further, to only those myths found among the Amerindians, the natives of 

the Western Hemisphere. 

At the owtset, 1t is interesting to note what type of native exists 

on the Amerloan continents, whether he ia autcohthonous, and, if not, from 

where he has emigrated. Father Sohnidt has formed a very definite conolu- 

sion on this matter, end, as:far as evidence is available at this time, the 

  

10, ire Hurray, Mans Unknowm Ancestors (Milwaukee: Bruce Publishing Co.» 

621943) pe 320. 

Tlrpid., pe S4de
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author has concluded that Father Sohnidt'’s theory is the most probable of 

those suknitted. Schmidt contends thats 

It is absolutely certain that man in Amerioa is not autoshthonous bat 
has migrated to it from withoute . . The study of this imnigration . 
e e is to a remarkable degree facilitated by the fact that the whole 
imcnsuse continent was, for these carliest men with their fragile means 
of transport (bark canoes, or rafts), not accessible across the ocean; 
consequently there exists but a single possibility as to the way in 
which the Lumigrations occured. The north-east is geologically excluded 
by the fast that Europe and Amerioa wera already separated in pre-hu~ 
man times. « « Profe Dre Rivet of Faris liked to derive the oldest 
tribes of South America, the Fuegians, from Australian tribes; and he 
is of the opinion that he has found evidence of Linguistics relation— 
ship between these two groupse - « But he has taken these from the most 
disparate Australien languages -- languages which have in the major= 
ity of the cases no affinity whatever with cach other. in any case there 
renains the immense diffioulty of explaining in what way these utter~ 
ly prinitive Australians with their fragile canoes and rafts could orosa 
the imnense spaces of the Pacific. Naturally, the Polynesians, « « « 
With their highly developed navigation, could have done soe « e Thus 
there remains a sole porta invasionis for the first and oldest imii~ 
gration into Ameriss -- the Behring Strait from northecast Asia to 
north-west Amerioa.e 

fo substantiate his theory that these primitives could have orossed at the 

Behring Strait, Father Schmidt quotes Dr. Steinmann, Professor of Geology 

at the University of Bonne in a leoture, “Zur Urbesiedlung Amerikas", given 

before the International Congress of Americanists at the Hague, 1924. Dre 

Steinmann explained that, at the time of the first migrations into America, 

Behring Strait was not a chain of islands, but a continuous strip of land, 

which even ot the narrowest point (Bay of Anadyr) wos five hundred kiloneters 

broad (the breadth of Franoe)e_> At this point it is interesting to note 

the logend which Spence relates concerning the possibility of an Asiatio 

  

12:4 3helm Schnidt, Hish Gods in Horth Amerioa, (London: Oxford Univer= 
sity Press, 1933) ppe 14. 15. 

Wyyid., pe 16.



influence on Amerioas 

e-e « thare is just the possibllity that Mexico, or some adjacent 
country of Central America, was visited by Asiatic Buddhist priests 
in the f1f%h century. Tho story is told in the Chinese annals of the 
wanderings of five Buddhist priesta, natives of Cabul, who journeyed 
to Ausrics (which they designate Fusang) vie the Aleutian Ialands 
and Kamchatka, a region then well know to the Chinese.“ 

Cn a basis much nore reliable than this mere legend, Spence feels very de« 

finitely that the imnigretion to America must have originated in the Asia- 

tio region and moved vie the Behring Strait into the Amerioas. In these 

words he cerroborates the conclusions which Father Sohmidt was to draw 

twenty years laters 

When we come to the question of the settlement of Amerioa from the 
Asiatio side we can say with more certainty that imaigration proceed= 
ed from that sontinent by way of Behring Strait, and was of a Proto- 
Mongolian characters « e However, imaigration on any extensive soale 
must have been discontinued at a very early period, es on the discov= 
ery of Americe the natives presented a highly specialized and distinot- 
ive type, and bear auch a resemblance one nation to ancther, as to draw 

from all authorities the sonolusion that they are of common origin. 
According to all known enthropologiosl standards the Amerind (as it has 
heen agreed to designate the American Indian) bears a olose affinity 
to the Mongolien races of Asia, and it must be admitted that the most 
Likely origin thet cen be assigned him is one in whioh Asiatio, or to 
be more exact, Hongolian blood preponderates. 

In conolusion, Father Sohmidt points out thet the more recent waves of 

iuaigration landed by water on the soast of Hexico or Central America, and 

that thie later culture, with a less clear-aut concept of a Supreme Creator, 

spread inte ths area that is now the United States and influenoed the tribes 

existing there to produce a mixture and contrast in beliefs. As a result, 

the Algonkins, whom Father Sohmidt supposes to have been in the earlier ni- 

  

14Lewis Spence, ope ait... Pe 7. 

1Stpides ppe Se ds 
PRITELAFF MEMOBIAL LIBRARY 

CORTORO 3 SONTELARY 

a WA Ter So Zaid.
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grations, have a rather olear concept of a Hich God, while She Pueblo Ind~ 

Jans, as ar exemple of the later influenoe, have a distorted picture, shove 

ing a more highly developed cultism. As Father Sohmidt himself expressed its 

Thue we have established the significant fact that oll the tribes with 
totenlsm, or mothereright, or both, come {rom the south and suggest 
Hexico and Central America, but coming ultinately from Asia. Thus these 
later and higher oultures found their wey to America not from the north 
over the Behring Strait, but fron Indonesia and gouth-eact Asia; for 

with their more highly developed navigation they were able to cross the 
Pacifio and land direstly in Central America and Hexico. As 2 matter of 
fact, all these Siouan, Iroquois, Muskogian, Pusblo, and Ceddo=Pawmee 
tribes possese agriculture and other higher forme of civilization, or 
show traces of having, possessed them formerly. And finally, a faot of 
special interest for our purpose, in all these tribes of more recent 
ethnological age there is none whose religion Includes a true High Cod, 
but they show religions with highly developed gpler or lunar mythologies 
and cults or complicated sonbinations of theme 6 

If this theory be correct, then the reader may well expect to see a diver= 

genee in the concepts of a Supreme Eelng, ag well ag the creation ayths, 

among the Amerindianss the older migraticns, where they remained uninfluen-_ 

ced by other cultures, will have reteined myths closely paralleling the Gen-= 

esis account, wrile the more recent migrations will have the idea cf area=- 

tion fecbly developed, casting, at the samo time, their influence cover the 

neighboring tribes froma the older migrations. ‘Thus the author has found this 

existing situation, with an account of orcation recorded aaong the Yuki of 

north~oentral Californie very similar to that of Genesis; in contrast to 

this, the Selish tribes of northwest North America, the most resent of the 

three oldest groups that immigrated, differ as to the origin of mane!” 

In general, the oonoept of creation is wideespread in the Americas. Dre 

  

16ybide, pe 18. 

L7intde, pe 1156 

Wa 
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Brinton, who, as the reader has seen, denles a comin tradition for the 

sinilarity of myths in general, and of oreation myths in particular, has 

made some very significant statements about the universality of, not just 

the oreation myths, but the detailed partioulars in these myths. Refering 

to ali, people all over the world, he said that "all agree that before time 

began water held all else in solution, covered and conoealed everything 

In another of his works, Dr. Brinton sited some instanoes of deluge myths, 

and addeds 

Associated with this oyole is the myth of the terrestrial Paradise, 
watered by tts four rivers, and enolosing the trse of life, -- the 
happy abede of early mon. The four rivers are the celestial streans 
from tha four corners of the earth, vatering the tree as the enblex 
of life. Thus we find it amcng the Amerioan “Indians, the Sioux, and 

the Azteas, the Wayas, e « « 

{fa another instance Brinton registers his amazement at the number of tines 

the orecation myths refer to man being created from dust. Speaking of ths 

tribes of North and South Ameriona, he remarked "it is at first sight aston- 

ishing with what « e e almost monotony thelr religions refer to the earth 

as the mother of living creatures as well as of the vegetable kingdom®. ao 

Curtin, in hie Creation Myths of Primitive Americs, states onuphatical- 
  

ly that mon is distinotly different and something superior in the drama of 

creatlon for the American Indians -- the oreation of man is a final, cule 

  

18paniel Brinton, Myths of the New World (Philedelphia: David MoKay, 
Publisher, 0.1896) p. 227.0 

  

19paniel Brinton, Relizions of Primitive Peoples (New Yorks G.P. Put- 
nam's Sons, Oel897) ps 126. 

20paniel Brintons Myths of the New World (Philadelphia: David Uoky, 

Publisher, 0.1896) pe 2636
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minating acte At the outset, in the Introduction of his book, he makes 

this olears: "Mean, in the American scheme of oreation, stands apart and 

Separate; he le quite alone, peouliar, and speoial "21 

  

Greation ex nihilo, as found in the Bible, is olso reoorded among the 

North American Indiens. Feather Sohmidt asserted this when he wrote: 

The Supreme Boing is recognized as Creator e « e among tha Ainu, « e 
« the oldest Tierra del Fuego poople, and most espeoially among the 
primitives of the American Northwest and North Central Californians, 
the Algonquin and the Winnebago. In the last group we find the idea 
of orcation ex ninilo expressed with the greateat definiteness and 

explicitnesa.* 

Creation 6x nihilo, and many other parallels to the Biblical account imply. 

®@ possible relationship between the accounts. This relationship appears 

more than coincidental. As Zvemer shows, "not only . ‘« « in the legends and 

myths of the creation in general, but also in those relating to the oreation 

of man are there strange coincidences end parallels to the reoord in Gene- 

sis%,25 ‘the reader is perhaps tempted to agree with him <= tempted to accept. 

the conclusion that these many creation myths do point tc a oomnon tradition, 

as 2wemer so aptly expressed its 

The evidence of anthropology therefore seems to be that of an almost 
universal tradition of a oreation of the world by a High-God in whioh 
man osoupics a special place as ite culmination. Moreover, we find to- 
gether with this account of man's place in the universe and parallel 
to it a widely~spread tradition of man's displacement, of a tragedy of 
disobedienoe and the loss of his former state of happiness. tho can 
resist the conclusion that these many and nultiform oreation-myths, 

  

2lyerenieh Curtin, Greation Myths of Primitive Amerioe (London: Will- 
dems and Horgate, 0.1898) pexi. (Introduction). 

  

22yithelm.Sohnidt, Origin and Growth of Religion (New York: ‘The Dial 

Presa, 1951) pe 2726 
  

Ssomnel 2wemer, The Origin of Religion (New York: Loizeaux Brothers, 

1935) De 116. 
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these constant memories of a lost "age of innonenoe" point to a 
common huvan traditlon and oorroborate the scriptural date 

It is with this aim in mind, ‘namelys to show how the creation myths 

of the Amerindians point to 2 common tradition, rather than prove this 

tradition, thet an investigation will be undertaken of the creation myths 

of the Americas, along with an analysis of the native American's conoept 

of a Greator-(ode This will be the aim of the subsequent chapters. 

  

24Tbid., Ppe 119. 120.
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CHAPTER II 

CREATION WITH THE ALGONKINS AND NEIGHBORING TRIBES 

An investigation of the creation myths of the Amerindians should 

start with the oldest tribes, if a chronological sequence be follcwed, or 

the Arotic aborigines, if a gsographical order be attempted. In this case 

Lt would be ths same, namely, the Samoyeda. tiherever possible a geographi- 

oal order from north to south will be followed. 

fhe Saucyeds of the Arctic region could bs grouped with the natives 

of Tlerra del Fuego, sinoe their information, or rather, want of inforn= 

ation concerning creation puts then in the same category. The Samoyeds 

have a High God, Nwa, who is the creator of all things,_ and the Fuegians . 

likewise have a Supreme Being who is recognized as Creator.” But anong 

perhaps the oldest of Amerlean primitives, one would expect some of the -. 

gost olear and untainted oreation accounts. Bus these tribes have very few 

corresponding similarly with the myths diffused throughout the primitive 

world. Father Sohnidt offers an explanation for this paradox in the intro= 

duotory seotion to High Gods in orth Americas 

fhe most widespread of human migrations is represented by the oldest 
tribes on the extreme southern borders of the habitable globe, the 
South-Hast Australians and Tasmanians in the South Sea, the Fuegians 

in South Awerica, and the Bushmen in afrioa. In the other direotion 
the tribes on the extremest northern bordera of the sarth, the Samo- 
yeds, Koxryaks, Caribou Sskimo (Ainu), belong to these ethnologloally 
oldest peoples of mankind. Now all these tribes occupying the remot- 

  

lyilheln Schaidt, Ursprung der Gottesidee, quoted in The Origin of 
Religions by Samuel Zwemer (New Yorks Loizeaux Brothers, 1935) p. 108. 

*v41helm Schmidt, Origin end Growth of Religion (Hew York: The Dial 
Press, 1951) pe 272.
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est southern and northern borders of the earth possess religions, in- 
eluding an authentio High God. But in their long and wide migrations, 
in their extreme isolation, and in the wretohed environments into 
which they have been thrust by leter and stronger peoples, these tribes 
on the extreme margins of the earth, and especially those on its south- 
ern margin, have lost some elements of their anolent religion. Among 
the Bushmen the relation of religion to morality is wanting; among the 
Fuegians the idea of creation is feebly developed « « « 

With this meagre information explaining their origin in this world, the 

student of anthropology passes on fron the arctic and antarotio tribes to 

the wealth of data recorded between -~ the reoords of the Indians inhabiting 

largely the area of the present-day United States. Among these one finds 

some of the oldest tribes of North America, many accounts of oreation, and 

numerous Supreme Beings and Creator-Gods, having a different name with each 

tribe, but the same conceept. Concerning these oldest tribes, Father Sohnidt 

relates thats 

e e e the Horth-Central Californians, the Algonkins, and the Selish, 
are recognized by all competent soholars as the oldest peoples of North 
Amerione « « How it is precisely among these three oldest primitive 
peoples of North America that we find a clear and firnly established 
belie? which, especially in the oldest of then, the North-Central Cale 
ifornians and the Algonkins, is of quite a partioular character by vir= 
tue of the high importance attributed to the idea of creation. It is 
not only that these people have developed wonderful oreation legends 
which form the main subjects of their initiations and solemn ceremonies, 
but also it is the fact that quite a number of them have reaghed the 
highest summit of. the idea of creation even to Aristotle, viz. the be- 
lief in oreatio ex nihilo, only by the will of the all-powerful Creator. 

For their concept of the Creator, "Brinton telle us that, not only among 

the civilized Azteos, but even among the inhabitants of Hayti, the Lenni Len- 

  

Svilhelm Sohmidt, High Gods in North America (London: Oxford University 

Presa, 1933) ppe 136. 137. 

“ipid., pe 19
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ape, and other Anerioan tribes, we find suoh names affixed to their deities 

as "Endless", ‘Omnipotent’, *Invisible', ‘Haker and Moulder of all things", 

'Hother nnd Father of life’, . . « *The Crentor of all that is, and ‘The 

Soul of the world’.5 ‘Sohmidt adds that it is among the North American tribes 

that the name of creator is most widely distributed of all, " .. « whero 

. 4t takes the form of ‘maker’, ‘oreator', ‘orentor of the earth’, and ‘ore= 

ator of the world"; among the Samoyeds he is know as ‘oreator of life'."6 

4mong the tribes of central California the Creator has these names: with 

the Yuki He is labeled Taikomal, meaning "He who goes alone"; with the Maidu 

the Greator is named Kodoyanpe,.meaning "Earth-lMaker"; and with the Wintu 

He is called Olelbis, or "He who lives alone.” 

Father Schnidt relates that the North American prinitizves even have 

eeroemonies in which they enact the creation of the world. He dirests atten- 

tion to the faot that: 

In Horth-Gentral California and emong the Eastern and Vestern Algonicin 
these ritual festivities ooour almost every year, and have taken the 
form of grateful, we may even say sacramental, commemorations; they 
last four, eight, nine or twelve days and enact the creation of the 
world and man.& 

fo narrow the investigation to a speoifio detail for the moment, in 
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Horth Anerican mythology there are a number of legends that wention the 

oreation of a primal pair. The myths do not always agree on the method or 

nanner in which they were oreated, but there is often the reoord of an 

original twoe Sonetimes It ic veiled in obsourity; in other pleces it is 

unnistakebly clear. Note, for example, the tribes which Father Sohnidt 

writes abouts 

In this connection we may mention the Kato-Yuki, the northeaast Al- 
gonquins, the second creation myth of the Samoyedes, and, to a certain 
extent, the Coyote of the northeast Selish. The sesond group clearly 
sots forth that the ancestral pair was created by the Suprene Being, 
and thie only after the rest of oreatione « « Here must be reokoned 
the valley Naidu, and in essentials the East Pomo, who for the rest 

represent a mixture of the Maidu and the Yuki type; and, in addition, 
the west Algonquins and probably the first creation myth of the Sans=- 
yedes, which however is incomplete on this pointe « « Host of the tri- 
bal anoestors without tribal ancestrass would find place in the sesond 
group; for example, Xuksu of the cast, FPomo, the hare~rabbit-ansestor — 
of the west-central Algonquins, Kenos of the Selknam, and the Aionia 
of the Ainu.9 

The investigation of oreation myths, however, must be narrowed to in= 

Glude details of individual tribes; so, beginning with the East Algonkins, 

the investigation will proceed westward to inolude the natives of California 

and British Columbia. 

On the east coast the Algonkins, recognized as one of the oldest tribes 

of North Amerioa, heve a very definite ooncept of a Creator and czeations 

The Algonguins of the north reoognize as the chief of their Manitos, 
Kitshi “anito, the Great Spirit, whom they also call the iiaster of Lifes 
He is e e e the author of life, but himself uncreated « - « Pere Le 
Jeune wrote thus in 1663, concerning the Montagnais: "Talking one day 
of God, in a cabin, they asked me what this God was. I told them that 
it was He who could everything, and who made the sky and the earth. 
They begen to say to one another, ‘Atohooan, Atohooan, it is Atohooan.'" 
Winslow, writing in 1622, mentions a similar spirit, Kiehtan, reoog- 
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nized by the Massachusetta Indians; and the early writers on the Vir- 
ginia Indians tell of their belief "that there is one chiefe God that 
hath beene from all etermitic" who Rade the world and set the sun and 
moon and stars to be his ministeree 

“any of the Amerindian tribes, not only enact the creation in their 

ceremonial dances, but express their beliefs in their ceremonial prayers, 

when they offer tobasoo as a conciliatory move, or in the prayere that pre- 

ceded the crossing of a large body of water. Similarly the Seneoas prayed 

at the White Dog Sacrifice in February, celebrating the new tear. The fol= 

lowing is a portion of thie long ceremonial prayer: 

Now we sommence our invocation, 

Now we speak of ail you have orseatede 
How (in the beginning) you did think that 
nen=boings should inherit the blessings of your creations, 
« e e We are all thet remains on the carth. 
You behold the places that onoe were filled but now are eupty; 
tie were unable to change it, for you made the law. 

The Central Algoniins appear to have put explicit trust in their omipot- 

ent Greator in the following inoident: 

When the Algonquin Indians set out to cross Lake Superior, the canoes 
stopped close together, and the chief, in a loud voice, offered a pray- 
er to the Great Spirit, entreating him to give them a good passage. 
"You heve made this lake", said he, ‘and wide us, your children. Cause 
this water to be smooth while we pasa over. ‘2 

This prayer-introduotion of the Northern Iroquois is quite similar: “Hail’ 

Heil! Hoil’ Thou who hast orsated all things, « . « listen to our words e 22s 
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Among the Lenape-Delawares of the East Algonkin group, there is a fem- 

ous anolent oreation legend called the YWalum Olum. Yealum Olum means "red 

paint seore” and has reference to the manner in which the ohlef or priest 

inseribed the legend on birsh bark in piotographica figures. It has a number 

of parrllels to the Genesis account. This is it: 

1. At first, in that place, in all times, above the earth, 

2- On the earth (was) an extended fog, and there the Great ianitu was, 
Se At first, foraver, lost in space, everywhere, the Great Haniye was, 
4. He made the extended land and the sky. 
5. He made the sun, the moon, the stars, 
G. He made them all to move evenly. 
7. then the wind blew violently, and it oleared, and the water flewod 

off far and strong, 
8, And groups of new islands grew and then remeineds 
9. Then spoke the Great Manitu, a manitu to manitus, 

10. To beings, mortals, souls, and all, 
11. And ever he was a manitu to men, and he was their grandfather. 
12. Ha gave the first mother, the mother of beings, 
13. The fishes he gave, the turtles he gave, the animals he gave, the 

birds he gave « « ait 

Moving southward and westward into Natchez country, the legend of the 

Watchez records how men were formed from olay: 

All those tribes, the Creeks, Seminoles, Choctaws, Chioasaws, and Hat- 
ohez, who, according to tradition, were in remote times banded into 
one common confederacy under the headship of the last mentioned, unan=- 
imously located their earliest ancestry near an artificial eminence in 
the vailey of the Black Kiver, in the Natchez country, whence they pre= 
tended to have emergede « e This was the Hunne Chaha or Nunne Hangeh, 
the High iii11, or the Bending Hill, famous in Chootaw stories. » . The 
legend was that in its center was | cave, the House of the Uaster of 
Breath. Here he nade the first men from olay around him, and as at that 
time waters covered the earth, he raised the wall to dry them one When 
the soft mud had hardened into elastic flesh and firm bone, he banish- 
ed the waters to their ohannels and beds, and gave the dry land to his 
creatures. The itapkokis call this mountain “King of Hountaine® or "King 
of the Land". « e« . 

. 
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Likewise tho ifuskokis, or ‘uskhogees, a tribe of the Seminole family, cor= 

roborate the legend of the Natchez. This is tho preface, recorded by the 

Muskhogees, of the preceding legend, as related by Dr. Brinton: 

Before the creation, said tho Husookis, a great body of water was 
alone visible. Two pigeons flew to and fro over its waves, and at last 

fatTowl, ‘and the Lelanay end gontineutel Clok: iets peoeest eempette ’ present shape. 

The account then continues as the Hatohez legends? But the appearance of 

the pigeons seems to carry some significance, undoubtedly signifying the 

brooding of the Creative Spirit upon the waste of waters. 

fhe Amerindians generally conoeive of the Supreme One as always good. 

He way have created the world and then left it alone thereafter, as the aos= 

mogeny of the inoas narrates concerning Viraoocha,28 but he is not the orig- 

inator of evil. The Shavmee tribes express this same sentiment about their 

Creators 

During the first three periods of the oreation, say the Central Algon- 
euin Shewnees, our Grandmother originated nothing bad, but only bene= 
ficial things. Evil origins and events they asoribe to her grandson « 
e e Rounded-Side, or to another grandson introduced in soma variants, 
the deviie . « The oreator, or oreatress « « « tolerates the nonsense 
of her silly Boys, but retains firm oontrol of thenel 

As the investigation turns to the Winnebago, a Siouan tribe of Visoon- 

sin and iisbraska, it alsc turns to the research of Faul Radin, noted author 
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on primitive religions, but, in partioular, a epecialist among the Winne«- 

bago tribe, having otudied their myths with them for five years, 1908=1913."° 

He relates that: 

In one of the Inoldents of the great prose epic of the Winnebago en= 
tltled "The Twins’, the great hero deitios « e « assemble in heaven to 
asi the supreme deity, Earthmaker « « « ‘Hearken, father, you who dwell 
aboves, all things you have created. We desire to make you an offering. 

Earthnaker, according to Radin, is not just a Supreme Being, but his min 

characteriatic is his all-embracing orcative activity. This ia the account, 

in part, of creation among the Winnebagos 

What was 1t our father sat on when he came to consslousness is uncer= 
tein. Then his teare flowed and he began to ory. Not long did he think. 
He sew nothing and nothing was there anywhere. He took something fron 
the seat on which he wag sitting and made a portion of our earth. Then 
ho sent the earth below him. From where he sat, he looked at his om 
oreation end it became similar to our earth. However nothing grew upon 
it and it was entirely without covering. It had not become auiet but 
was splnning around. « « He had sont the rooks (a female spirit) olear 
through the earth, throughout its extent, and only the heads remoined 
uncovered. He looked at his ercation and saw that it had become quict. 
lio clouds appeared anywhere, the light of day seemed motionless, and 
the vibration of heat looked like spider-webs going past, floating.” 

Radin adds, at the end of this portion of their oreation myth, that °1t is 

only then that he begins to create the animal inhabitants of the earth. As 

in the Biblical account, man is created last. . ."°5 Here one oan see that, 
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in thie exaupla of sreatlo ex nihilo, there is retained an order of orention 
  

very siniiar to that of Genesis, partioularly with the oreation of man placed 

at the end of the account, and the Supreme Being elone doing the creating. 

fhe Sioux Indians, of the Mandan group, have somawhat contradicting be- 

liefs concerning creation. Alexander records these differing viewpolnts, ons 

expressed by the priesta of the Pebble Soceity of the Oneha tribes, the other 

by the Hidatsa, also a Siouen group. Befors these impressions are introduced 

into the thesis, it might be of valua to consider what sort of conception the 

Onabe had of their Creator, Wakanda. Alexander relates: 

Probably the Siouan conception of Wakeanda, the mystery that is in all 
life and ell oreation, has been as carefully studied as any Indian re= 
Ligious idea. e « Doubtless the most illuminating analysis of this great 
Siouan divinity . « e is that made by Mise Fletoher in her study of tho 
Onaha tribee Wakanda, she says, "stands for the mysterious life power 
permeating all natural forms and forces and all phases of man’s cone 
soious life. « « Visible nature seems to have mirrored to the Cnehe mind 
the everpresent activities of the invisible and mysterious Yakanda, #4 

The priests of the Pebble Soesity of the Omaha relate the follewing creation 

mythe 

4% the beginning all things were in the mind of Wakenda. All oreaturssa, 
inoluding men, were spirits. They moved ahout in space between the earth 
and the starse They were seeking a place there they could come into bod= 
ily existences e « Then they desosnded to the earthe They saw that it was 
covered with water. They floated through the air to the north, the east, 
the south, and the west, end found no dry lend. They were sorely grieved. 
Suddenly from the midst of the water uprose a great rook. It burst into 
flames and the waters floated into the air in the olouds. Dry land appear= 
edj the grasses and the trees grew. The hosts of spirits descended and 
became flesh and blood, fed on the seeds of the grasses and the fruits of 
the trees, and the land vibrated with their expressions of joy and grate 
itude to Wakanda, the maker of all things.25 
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Here the Slouan myth has resorded threes ideas that are in comaon with many 

creation myths, and thet point to the iden that all creation myths have 

their origin in one io & common origin. First, the Omaha have conceived of 

a Creator that had the plen of creation already in his mind before creation; 

secondly, they had the concept of a primal substance, to be exact, water, 

covering the carth; thirdly, they considered the original state of affaira 

efter creation to be joyful, blissful -- to repent thelr own words: "the 

land vibrated with their expressions of joy and gratitude te Wakenda, the 

usker of all things". The priests did not have one concept comion to many 

myths of the ilaw World, namely, the idea that the Creator himself is unore=- 

ated. But the liidatea did. The Hidatsa differ in ‘that they attribute orca- 

tion to the First lians Ae Alexander wrote concerning them: "es « « the First 

Man » « » formed the earth out of mud brought up from the waters by a duoke- 

ws s the Hidatse. . « « say or the First Man, the Creator, that no one made 

him, and that he is immortal.*#6 

The Pawnee of Nebraska present a much more complicated version of the 

first things. They have a Supreme Creator called Tirawa, and retain tho be= 

lief thet his abode “is the highest olrcle of the visible universe. Tlrawa~ 

etius is his Pawnee names All the powers in heaven and on earth are derived 

from him; he is the father of all things visible and invisible; and father 

of a12 the people; perpetuating the life of mankind through the glft of ohild- 

ren ¢ « s#2? Alexander continues his account of the Pamee; quoting a state~ 
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ment made by the Pawnee themselves: "We think of Tirava as in everything, 

as the power which has arranged and throwm dowm from above everything that 

man needs".?? This 4s a portion of the oreation story of the Pawnee? 

« e » then the Glouds gathereds the tiinds blew; Lightnings and Thun~ 
ders entered the Clouds. “hen space was canopled, Tirava dropped a 
pebble into their midst, which was rolled about in the thiok Clouds. 

The storm passed, and a waste of waters was revealed. Then to the 
StareGods of the World-qQuarters Tirawa gave war-olubs, bidding then 
to strike the waters with thems and as they obeyed, the waters sep= 
arated, end the earth was made. When all this had come to pass, Tir~ 
ave commanded the Bright Star of the evening to tell the Star-Gods of 
the Quarters to sing of the formation of the earthe e « the Clouds 
and the Winds end the Lightnings and the Thunders again assenbled, 
and from the might of their storm earth was divided into hill and val- 
ley. Then again Tirawa bade, through Bright Star, that the Star-Godse 
of the wuarters should sing of timber and of vegetation, and again 
there was o stoma, and earth was given a dress of living green. A 
third tine they sang, and the waters of the earth ware cleansed and 
sweetened and coursed in flowing streamae A fourth tine they sang; 
and all manner of seeds, which had droppsd to the earth, sprouted in~ 
to life. . #8 

Although this record assigns various powers to the lesser deities, there 

still remain some aspsots of this myth similar to other accounts. Hote, for 

example, the belief that the earth was at first covered with weter, the gen- 

eral order of creation as related in Genesis, and, despite the agsistant 

oreators, there is the concept of one supreme Creator, Tirawae 

The West Algonkins, the Arapho, the Cheyenne, the Atsina, likewise 

have a Supreme Creator and a remarkable account of creation with dotails 

reminisoent of the Biblical record. Hote partioulerly a prayer of the Ara- 

pho, in which they refer to oreation of an ancestral pair, o.man and @ wo= 

men: ‘kiy Father, have meroy on us. Heuenber that we are thy children ever 

since the time when thou hast created the heavens and the earth with one 
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men and one womane"“9 The West Algonkins have a "great and holy life 

_oeremony" which is “a repotition of the story of creation’. They "teach 

that the tribal ansestor celebrated these oerenonies for the first time 

at the behest of tho Supreme Being, and then imposed them upon the entire 

tribe to be oclebrated forever.*99 ‘The Arapho oreation story refers to 

the Creator as "the ancestor with the sacrad pipe® or, simply, the nan 

with the plpe: 

it begins by teliing how the ancestor with the sacred pipe, whioh re- 
presents the Supreme Being himself, wandered over the huge watery de~ 
sert at the first begiming of the world. . . he wanders through this 
immense solitude of water six days, and in the morning of the seventh - 
day he halts at the very place where, in the near future, the earth is 

to appear as the » « « abode of men. Solemnly marching he walks fron 
there to all four cardinal points and calls into the wide world to ail 
water-birds and reptiles which are thought of as already existings 
“Hea peopled « « -« Gome and make an attempt to search for earthi"® . . 
« vedw~head duck and turtle appeared having each of them found carthe « 
. The man placed the two heaps of clay upon his pipe e « » and ina 
ceremonious wanner let the dried olay go to the four quarters of the 
world, praying at the same time. And thus the earth was madee e « Howe 
every one of the different kinds of animals, birds, reptiles, and plants 
which were created offered itsalf to the Creator to bs used in the ser= 
vices of man and carth and was accepted for it. After that the Creator 
made the rivers and the mountains of the earth. .°. After this « « « 
valleys, with trees having green foliage; and, in fect, the earth was 
sloathed with an abundanse of grass. After the Creator saw what he had 
made, he was mush pleased with its appearance. 

There are three significant details in this creation nyth. The statenent 

about "the immense solitude of water" will not be treated as significant, 

sinoe the Investigation will enoounter it so many times as to consider 4b 

as alinost tho unanimous belicf of oi] Amerindians. The first detail under 
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consideration may be pure oonjeotuze, but the mention of seven days, though 

in a different connection as in Genesis, might indicate some relation between 

the twoe The author repeats that this suggestion is pened on presuaptive 

evidense and remaina a supposition. But the idea that plante and aninais 

fron the time of creation were to be used in the servioa of man, and the 

stetenent that the Creator "was much pleased’ with his creation, appear in 

other myths and strongly suzszcst outaide influence, if not a common tradition. 

As the investigation turns to soms of the rudest tribes of North Amer= 

ica, the Pueblo tribes of New Hexioo, there is still this same loftier end 

more recondite conaepb of the Creator. "Among the sedentary Zunis", Brinton 

relates that, “it is suid of their demiurge Avonawllona that at the beginning 

*he conceived within himself and thought outward in spaoe*, inorder to bring 

nature into existences"? Alexander tells ue that “in the heginning Avona= 

wilone with the Sun Father and the Moon Hother existed above « « e with breath 

from hie heart Awonaviilone created clouds and the great waters of the world ; 

e « e'- Alexander then explains that "(through the light, clouds, and air he 

becomes the cesence and ereator of vegetation)."55 In order to prevent give . 

ing the Sun Father or Moon Mother preeminence over Awonawilona in the read~ 

ex's mind, he emphasizes that "superior even to this primeval pair, the Zuni 

recognize Awonawilona, the supreme life-giving power, the initiator and em 

bodinent of the life of the world, referred to as Ha-She . - "54 Here is an 
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dustallment, the first part, of a Zuni oraation myth: 

With the substance of himself did the all-father Avonawilona inpreg= 

nate the great water, the world<holding sen, so that the soums roso 
upon Lts surface, waxing wide and apart, until they became the all~ 
containing earth and the alleoovering sky. From the lying together of 
these twain upon the great world waters, all beings of the earth, men 

end creatures oame to exist, and firstly in the fourfold womb of the 
world. In the nethermost of the oave-wombs of the world, the seed of 
men and sreatures took fora and Life. Tha earth lay like a vast island, 
wet and shifting, amid the great waters « « « 5 

In this Legend, noto again the "world-holding sea", and a reference to man 

coming from the earth. The Hopi Indians, also a Pusblo tribe, have a more 

detailed ascount cf the creation of man, in which they say that man was form 

ed from olays 

In the Underworld there was nothing but water; two women, Huruing tuhti 

of the Sast and Huruing Wahti of the Hest, lived in east and west housese 

e « thes? deities decided to orents lend, and they divided the waters 
thet sarth wight appear. Then from slay, they formed, first, birds « « « 
then animals . « e and finally mane - » At first the people lived in the 
Underworld Jn Faradisia bliss, but the sin of licentlousness appeared, 
and they were driven forthe « «9 

The Hopi, despite the fact that they asoribe creation to two women who form 

the birds and animals also from olay, have recorded an interesting side light, 

namely, thot the original people not only lived a life of Paradieio bliss, but 

thet they were driven from thie Faradise by the entrance of sin into the world. 

Also here again it reeds, “there was nothing but water". 

In the Athabasoan group, the Havahos and Apaohes, the Creator ia symbol<- 

ised as the raven. Informtion pointing to e comaon tradition of myths is 

meager; much of the desoription relates to his omipotence, as can be sean 

from the following quotation from Brinton: 
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With singular uneninity, most of the northwest branches of this stook 
trace their descent fron a raven, %e mighty bird, whose eyes were Lire, 
whose glances wete lightning, and the olapping of whose wings was thune 
der. Oa his descent to the ooean, the earth instantly rose and remaina 
ed on the surface of the water. This omnipotent eae thon oalled forth 
all variety of animals."97 

Thus, as tho investigation has proseeded fron the Atlantio coast to the 

borders of Gakifornia, covering an area inoluding the West, Central, and 

East Algonkina, and their neighboring tribes and groups, this chapter closes. 

The following chapter will inolude the numerous and very important tribes 

of California, the oldest Indian group of North America, the ‘Yuli, and, fin- 

ally the Selish tribes of the Northwest. 
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CHAPTER III 

CREATION AMOI: THE WEST COAST TRIBES 

Of the Central Californien groups, the Maidu, the Yuki, and the Wntu 

will be the chief tribes under discussion. The inquiry wlll then turn north 

to the Thompson River Indians, and the whole of the Selish group in general. 

"Dre Aisle Kroaber, Professor at the University of California, publish= 

ed a long series of special studies, and finally sumned up his results in an 

essay, Types of Amerloan Culture in California. He demonstrated thatthe 

tribes living in the central part of tho state belong to the oldest and most 

prinitive in all Horth America. Then, in two monographs, -Indian Hythsa of 

_ South Central California end The Zelicion of the Indiang of Californias he 

showed that, soztrary to the animistic and preaninistia theories of the late 

  

developments of a high god, these very tribes had a clearly developed Supreme 

Being and en idea of a real creation much more decidedly than other Amerin- 

dian peoples, despite the relative great advances of the latter in other as- 

pects of culture e « onl 

Dr. Kroeber desoribes the Central Californian region in general as fol- 

lows: 

In Central California there is elways a true ereation of the world, of 
mankind and its institutions. The conception of the creator is often 
quite lofty, and trioky explolts or defeats are usually not connected 
with him. Often there is an antithesis between this beneficent and tru- 

ly divine creator and a secondary character, usually the Coyote, who In 

part cooperates with the Creator but in part thwarts him, being respon- 

sible for the death of mankind and other imperfections in the world 
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schemes? 

Father Sohnidt continues to quote Dr. Kroeber's remarks concerning the 

Central Californian concept of their Creator. Dr. Kroeber adds,' that: Ligei 

stead "ofa human divinity there is almost everywhere a true creator, & 

ged who makes « » « Often he makes the world from the primitive water. 

Generally he elso makes mountains and rivers. Usually he creates foods Al- 

most elways he creates men, and frequently he divides them by languages 

and localities . « ee2 

Iu support of Dr. Kroeber’s statements, the oldest tribe, the Yuki, 

of one of the oldest groups, the Central Californians, hes left behind a 

wealth of data. The Yuki have the "Boy Consecration Ceremony", which, as 

with the East and West Algonkins, 1s a ceremony enacting the oreation of 

the world. As a matter of fact, "in thle ceremony the story of creation 

constitutes the chief subjeot matter of an Inuetruction that embraces reo 

ligion, ethios, and sociology . . «f* ‘The High God of the Yuki religion, 

as Sohmidt reports, "bears the name "Thunder", ‘Thundereman*, *Thunder=— 

head’, « « » In the oldest Yukl religion thia Supreme Being is invisible. 

» « He existed before all other beings and possesses unlimited powers. The 

highest of these is the power of creation by which he creates heaven and 

Garth and all that it contains, espeolally men. One of their oreation ayths 

states formally that he created everything merely by his om will without 

  

2, LU. Kroeber, University of California Publications in American Aroh- 
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(Hew York: Bruce Publishing Coes 001934) pe 214. 
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evem pronounging words. 

_ Fraguents of two Yuki oreation myths wlll be recorded hero, and, for 

purposes of identification, will be listed as the first and sacond oraation 

nyths. This is the first orsation myth of the YukleXato as desoribed by 

Father Soluaidt: 

it beging with a grandiose overture, thunder froa the four cardinal 
points. In thig myth the culture hero is present at the sanc tine with 
the Supreme Belnge But the Supreme Baing alone commands and direots 
averything, inoluding the aultura hero. Together they make the wide- 
stretched vault of the sky and support it on four great pillars at the 
cardinal points; they make a way for the sun, openings for the rain and 
iste Tha body of man is moulded out of olay. Wind and rein, sun and 
moon are not created till after man. Then oomes a narrative of a great 
flood, in whick all men and animals perishe Hext, the legend desoribes, 
with an abundance of consrete details, how all animals and plants are 
oreated, and after finishing the whole work the Creator himself, acsom- 
panied by his faithful dog (every welleto-do Indian has his dog) walks 
through the world, highly satisfied with ite beauty and usefulness, and 
saying to his dogs "The sarth I made is good, my dog. Hy dog, we made 
it gooays 

As with the ‘ante along the Sacramento Rivers thie myth of the Yuki-Kato 

suggests a sort of re-creation after the great flood; with the Wintu, it is 

sometimes after tho fall of man. These details. of a later creation often are 

similar and sometimes identical with the details of -the original creation as 

dosumented by other tribes, Note, as an illustration of this faot, in the pre« 

ceding ayth, “the legend desoribes, with an abundance of concrete details, 

how all animals and plants are created", and especially the fact that the 

Creator was "highly satisfied" with his creation’s "beauty and usefulness"e 

This same sentiment was expreased in the Arapho oreation etory, "after the 

oreator saw what he had made, he was much pleased with its appearance", not 

  

Seq1helm Schmidt, High Gods in North Amerioa (London: Oxford Univer- 
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to speak of the Genesis account. 

jhe second oreation myth of the Yuki follows here with some onissions: 

in the beginning there was nothing but water. all alone in the upper 
sky-world lived Tsenes, *Thunder*. One day he heard the sound of ory~ 
ing and beside the trail he saw a baby wrapped in white leaves. He 
carried it home, and the infant grew so rapidly that in a few days it 
was fill grown . . « This was Nagaico (the Great Wanderer). One day 
YNagaico looked down and beheld the world of water and he said to Tsen- 
ss3 "What are you going to do about thie? How shall we travel about?" 
"I don't Imow", replied Thunder, "but you have been talking about what 
you can do." So he took Nagaioo dom, far away in the north at the edge 
of the water. Wo sooner’ had they toushed ground than there stood bee 
side. thei a woman. Thunder had caused her to be theres. “there did this 
woman come from?", asked HNagaioo. "I give her to you as your wife", was 
the answer. After a little while there stocd with then 2 dog, which al- 
so was given them as a companion by Thunder. He told Hagaico to train 
the dog. This was the beginning of the ouatom of training dogse « « Out 
of a huge deer Thunder created the carth, and then disappeared. « e 
Hagaisco sontinued to beget children, but because they did not come fast 
enough Thunder made many people at one tims. Soon ne earth was popu~ 
lated, and the people spread over the entire land.? 

Whether the statenent of Thunder in the preceding myth, "I don’t know", in~ 

dicates that he was not omniscient, or whether it is a toush of irony as 

oontrast to what Nagaicso cleimed he sould do, it is diffloult to determine. 

At any rate, the second oreation myth of the Yuki dees contain the almost 

universal "In the beginning there was nothing but water", as well as the 

soncept of a primeval pair, and the attribute of omipotence in the Creator. 

Ths oreation myth of the Hoos tribes, the Atsugewl and the Achomevl, 

in Northeastern California, merely serves to emphasize the superior moral 

traits of the Silver Fox, the Creator; over against the baseness of his ad= 

vereary, the Coyote.’ So, with that brief note, the study will turn fron 

Northeastern California to the Maidu of Northwestern California.. 
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The Maddu religion has points comparable to the Yuki, suoh as the Boy 

(and Girl) Consesration Ceremony, where, "in this oase, too, the creation 

sto#y constitutes the basis of an instruction in religion, ethios, and soo- 

lology."? But it also differs from the Yulcl-Kato. The points on whioh they 

differ have been aptly brought out by Father Sehnidt in his comparison of 

the two religionse The Maidu-Patwin differ on an essential point: 

« « « Here to tho Supreme Being, absolutely good and bountiful, is 
opposed a representative of evil, who always sontrives end performs 
the sontrary of all the good that the Creator intends to do for nen; 
end because men finally follow thia adversary, represented by the fig~ 
urs of the Coyote, we have here a veritable fall. . « The Creator is 
also the orlginetor and warden of norality, and especially of sexual 
purity. He wished to prescribe to young men and women premarital chas- 
tity « « « Coyote, on the contrary, pleads for excessive sensualitye 
- » the Greator had deoreed that men should not die. e » Coyote, howe 
ever, insists thot men should die. But after having suseeded in this 
design, he is punished by the Crentor in a most chareoteristic ways 
he himself and his cherished only son ere the first who undergo death. 
« « This religion exists in its purest end oldest Porm among the North- 
weet Maidu and espeoially the valley wmidu. . . Legends of similar 
shavaster arc to be found among the Hoos brine of the Achonawi and 
the Atsugewl » « »L0 

The figure of the Creator among the Maidu has been desoribed in the follow 

ing terms: 

fhe importance given-in the “aidu mythology to the creation is another 
feature charnaoteristis of the stool, « « They have not been content to 
-assume.a world olready oreatad, and ready for ocoupanoy when the ances= 
tors of mankind should resoh it after an earlier sojourn elsewhere,-as 
did to a great extent the tribes of the Southwest, « « .« Here the ore= 
ation isa real beginning: beyond it, behind it, there is nothing. In 
the beginniviz was cnly the great sea, calm and unlimited, to which, 
down from the olear.sky, the Creator came e « 11 

Syiinelm Solmidt, Prinitive ve Revelation (Ste Louis: Herder. Book Coe, 

Gel939) De 1726 

10vtinelm Schmidt, High Gods in North America (London: Oxford Univ. 
Freses 1935) pe 526 
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With this much attention given to, comparatively speaking, side issues, 

an examination of the oreation myth itself, which parallels the Wintu as 

well as the Hooa cosmogonies, would be fitting at thie point. Father . 

Sohmidt has recorded the creation myth of the MaiduePatwin. Here it is in 

parts (the Creator is referred to as World-Chief ): 

In the beginning there was no sun, no moon, no stars. All was dark, 

and everywhere there was only water. A raft oome floating on the 
watere It anme from the north, and in it were two persons, Turtle 
end Peheipe . « - Then from the sky a rope of feathers wes let dow, 
and down the reps came World-Chief . « « His face was covered and ms 
never seen, but his hody shone Like the sun. « e The Creator then caus= 
ed Turtle to dive for some mud from the ground of the coeane « » From 
the very little earth he had brought up under his nails, the Creator 
made the imnensely big world. They came ashore, and Turtle said: 
"Can" vou make 2 light so that I oan see?" then the Creator said: 
"Look that way to the east? I am going to tell my sister to cone up.® 
Then 1% bogen to grow light, and day began to break. « « After the 
sun went down, the Herald began to ery and shout again, and it grew 
very dark. World-Chiof saids ‘I will tell my brother to oone ups" 
Then the moon arose. « « Then he called the stars each by ita namo, 
and they came owbe Then he made = very large tree which had twelve 
different kinds of acorns. (This means the year and ita twelve months). 
» « ths Greator onlled the birds and made trees for then, and then 
made animals from pieces of mud. . e The Creator said: "I am going to 
male people"e e » Hs took dark red earth, mixed it with water, and 
nade two figures, one e@ man, end one & Woman. « 22 

in this ocosmozony of the Maidu-Patwin, there are several details that are 

common to a number of creation myths. First, there is the very oommon, 

Yeverywhere there was only water". Secondly, though the Creator does not 

oreate the earth from nothing, he eppears to have oreated the suns; maoty 

and the stars in that manner. Finally, but not least important, the Cre-~ 

ator makes man from the earth, and not man only, but female too, the pri- 

mevel psir, as found in numerous cosmogonies, as well as the reoord of Cen- 

esia. 
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Tie Meido have compared to the Wintu Indians. Alexander relates that 

"the inidu Earthaaker has close parallels among the neighboring tribes, 

perhaps the most exalted boing Olelbis, of the Wintun" 5 the atrongest 

of these parallela lies in the econparLson of the Creators, Earthneker of 

the Haidu and Olelbis of the Wantu, and in the comparison of the force of 

evil, the Coyote being labeled Sedit in Tanton nythology. Concerning the 

authentiolty of the Wintun myths, Curtin wrote that, "no Wintu has besn 

converted te Christianity; henoe the faith of the nation is undimied, and 

Lts adherence to primitive religion unveakened" 14 when Jeremiah Curtin 

wrote this, shortly before the turn of the twentieth century, there were 

approxinately five hundred Wintus reanining of ea probable ten or twenty 

thousand that existed around 1650.15 Curtin had explored: the whole Sece 

ranente liver valleys and appears es well qualified to make such a state= 

ment as any of his daye 

Their concept of Creator, Clelbie, has been very aptly desorihed by 

Gurtine 

The word "OleLbia" is formed of three etymologloal elements: ol, up? 

@l,in3 bis, dwelling or sittings =~ dwelling on highs « « Olelbis 

lives in the highest part of the sky; with him are the best of the 

first peoples From his beautiful houseg Olelpanti Hlut, he sees every~ 

thing on earth « » .15 

The first thing that we know cf Olelbia is that he was in Olelpantie 
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Whether he lived in another place is not lmown, but in the beginning 
he was in Olelpanti (on the upper side), the highest place. He was in 
Olelpanti beforethere was anything down here on earth. . «1? 

Here there are already several hints of a common tradition. Consider the 

Creator as one who "Lives in the highest part of the sky”, or the state-~ 

ment that he sees everything, or that he existed "before there was any- 

thing dovn here on earth". The declaration that * with him are the best of 

the first people" compares interestingly with the angels of the‘Old Test- 

anent account. 

The VWintu creation nyths are too lengthy to be investigated here, and, 

in addition to that faot, the first oreation myth of the Yuki proves to be 

quite similar, partioularly with the catastrophe intervening and a post=- 

creation following. There is usually a primal water covering the earth, a 

record of the first inhabitants, the idea of a fall and/or a disaster, end 

@ re-orcation. In the myth of Horwanohakus and Kerlha, "the two brothers 

Norwanchakus and Keriha were or this earth before any plece or thing had a 

name . « « tihen the brothers started, they could not see well. There was 

no sun then; there was only a kind of din twilight.".18 In this fragnent 

of the beginning of a myth, there is an interesting detail about the origin- 

al form of light that existed, undoubtedly before the creation of the sim. 

Other myths relate the oreation of the sun; few refer to the type of light 

that existed prior to that time. 

One of the points of comparison between the Wintu and the Maidu cos- 

mogonies was the figure of the Coyote. Curtin sets forth a desoription of 
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Sedit, the Wintun Coyote. His referenos to the Hus brothers is a reference 

to a myth of the Wintu entitled, Sedit and the Two Brothers Hus: 

Sedit was in favor of death for men, and gives his reasons. It oannot 
be said that. he brought death into the world, but he stopped the work 
which would have kept it out. His disoourse with the Hus brothers is 
ourlous; e« . « the comparison of this conversation with the account of 

Adam and Eve before and after the fall is not without interest. The 
oritioal,. unbelieving, disobedient Sedit, who is so willing to make life 
in the world varied and interesting through death, . . « is brought 
out in good relief. . « The Coyote is very prominent in the mythology 
of every region where he is found. The basis of his character is the 
same in all myths that I have oollested. He is a tremendous glutton, 
boastful, talkative, ounning, exoeptionally inclined to the other sex, 
full of ourlosity, a liar, a trickster, dscelving most adroitly . . e 
He comes to grief frequently because of his passions and his peculiar 
qualitiese He eee has points in comaon with the devil « « et? 

With this side light on the tantun Coyote, the inquiry proceeds to the 

ViLshosk tribe of the West Coast. The Wlehosk Creator is outstanding, since 

he apparently orentes by merely speaking. Here is oreatio ex nihilo as is 
  

found in Genesis, a dignified oreation b;: a Creator, not as the Haida con- 

eeived of the tiorld-Chief, but a Creator-God who used no tools and formed 

things by the spreading out of his hands. Among the Wishosl the Creator is 

Ilmowm as Gudatrigalwitls 

Yhen Gudetrigakwitl wanted to make peoples he said, *i want fog." Then 
it hegan to be foggy. Gudatrigakwitl thoughts "Noone will see it when 
the people are born." Then he thoughts "Now I wish people to be all 
over, broadcast. I want it to be full of people and full of game." Then 
the fog want away. Noone had seen them before, but now they were there.20 

Among the Selish tribes of the Horthvest there is recorded a Suprene 

Being, @ Creator of the universe as well as the earth. There is also an 

account of a primal substance covering the entire earth before creation, in 
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this case water also; there is an account of a primitive couple, and two 

details very similiar to those found in Genesis, the record of the Creator 

forming man from earth and breathing on him to give hin life, and the idea 

of woman being oreated from a part of man's body. These last two details 

ore seldom, if ever, found in the oreation myths of America. Father Sohmidt 

tells sf the Greator of the Selish: 

The Supreme Being, whose proper name is Amotken, is called the 01d Cne. 
e » liis power is the highest, and there is no other being whose power 
gould even be remotely compared with his . . « He is the Creator of the 
whole worlds not only of the carth. Tha north-east group says that he 
has oreated the world "for his pleasure and his satisfaction and to fill 
out a gap in the waste desert of water of the old ocean below” .. . In 
the north-east group we have a direot report that God formed men from 
the carth and breathed on them, whereupon they lived. . » the idea of 
the primitive couple of parents of mankind is realized only in the north- 
east group, where the Creator made = man who was also © wolf, and from 
his tail his wife was made.” 

fhe Thompson River Indians are a tribe of the Selish groupe Muntsoh correb- 

orates tho data furnished by Father Sohmidt, also supporting the authentloity 

of their myths in the following words: 

The myths of the Thompson River Indians of British Columbia . . . also 
indlonate the existence of a beneficent creator and Supreme Being in the 
belief of this Northwestern tribe. Nor do these myths betray Christian 
influence, vhich is ruled out by our lmowledge of the time when white 
men first came to this tribe.22 

In the concluding paragraphs on the North American Indians, and the na- 

tives of California in partioular, the oonolusiona that Father Sohmidt has. 

dravm, appear, as far as evidence is available, the most tenable. in the con= 

oluding portion of his book, High Gods in North Amerioa, he expresses the Zol- 
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lowing opinions on the three "High God" religions, those of the Selish, 

Algonkin, and Worth-Central California tribes. This quotation ia conoern= 

ing the dating of their immigration into Amerioas 

Theso religions, however, are not .« . . oontemporancouse e « Begine= 
ning with the more resent, wa have to do with the religions of the 
Inland Selishe .-«< Then follow the Aigonkins. . . Last and oldest are 
the North-Central Californians. « « Tha more recent of these is the 
EasteCentral group of the Naidu-Patwine « « The older of the Central 
Californian groups, and the oldest of all in North Ameriaa, is then 
the West-Gentral California group of the Yuki-Kato. « . 

With this chronology in mind, it ie highly interesting to note the com 

parative results he has found after investigating the creation myths of 

the Amerindianss 

Of quite extraordinary importance In these religions is the idea of 
orcations of creation in a manner which strongly contradicts all 
evolutionistio principles. This idea of orestion does not grow and 
develope in sourse of tlue to greater heights, but, om the contrary, 
1% diminishes in vigour and amplitude in the more recent, that ia, the 
Selish tribes, and it is clearer and stronger in the oldest of theses 
religions, the North-Central. Californianse « e It 1s in the oldest of 
all these religions, that of the Yuki, that we find the highest form 
of thie idea, the areatio ex nibilo, and it is in the two oldest re- 
ligions, that sf the North-Central Californians and that of the Al- 
gonkins, that this iden stands in the foreground and forms the prin-= 
Giple object of their greek religious ceremonies instituted by the 
Supreme Being himself.24 

As a final overview of the origin of the American Indiens, the pos- 

sibility of their oreation myths ooming from e common tradition, and ths 

startling similarity between these myths and the Biblical reaord of Gene~ 

sis, Father Schmidt haa, very aptly and conolsely, expressed his view In 

these final words: 

ee » WS have established the weighty fact that the very first men 
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who immigrated into this continent, the first true discoverers of 
America over what is now the Behring Strait, then a continuous land 
route, bore with them in thelr hearts the belief in one great God, 
oreator of heaven and earth and man, and founder of the moral and 
social order of mantcind.<5 

It is with this final impression that the investigation of the creas 

tion myths of North America is conoluded, and the inquiry turns to the 

Latin American Indians, particularly the wuiche of Mayan Guatemala and the 

pre=Inoa tribes of Feru. 
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CHAPTER IV 

CREATION MYTHS AMONG CENTRAL AMERICANS 

As might ba expeoted, the oldest civilizations omong the tribes of tha 

Latin American countries have the clearest conception of a Supreas Creator. 

For exaxple, tha. Quichs of Mayan Guatemala have a very detailed aocount of 

thelr oreation. The more modern oultures, the Azteo of Mexico and the Inoa 

of Peru, on the contrary, heave a rather hazy concept of a Supreme Being - 

piercing through the complez polytheisa of their day. 

The investigation of the Indian tribes of Central Ancriog will start 

with tha various tribes (and layers of oulture) of Hexioo, will give brici 

recogiiticn to several of the other groups of Central Amerloa, and, finally, 

dwell for a longer period on the Guichs indians. 

As pointed out already, the Azteo is a relatively late oulture in the 

history cf the indiens of Mexico. As a matter of fact, the Chichimeos, the 

AcoLhuans or the Tezoucans, end the Tolteces were all earlier Nahuatlan trie - 

beset But through thie mass of borrowed and native deities there oan be 

discerned the original concept of a Supreme Being. As Lewis Spence informs: 

Through o11 the confusion of a mythology second only in richness to 
those of Egypt and Hellas can be traced the idea of a supreme creator, 
a "ged behind the gods". This was not the aun, but an Alifather, ad= 
dressed by the Hexioan nations as "the God by whom we Live"; "omnipo~ 
tent, that kmnoweth ail thoughts, end giveth all gifts"; "invisible, 
inoorporeal, one Gods of perfeot perfection and purity" .@ 
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James Freeman Clarke, writing about the Aztec religion, sald, “Szactly as 

in the Brahamanic and Egyptian systems, there was the conseption of one 

Supreme Being, only partially eclipsed by the later polytheism’.° 

The authentlolty of these creation myths and reports concerning the 

similarities in these beliefs appear tc be reliable. Besides having the word 

of the Spanish historians and *documentarians”, Spence has made the follcwe 

ing deduotion: 

We have already seen that underlying the mythology of the ancient Hex- 
loans was the idea of a supreme being, & "Great Spirit". In the rites 
of confession and absolution partioularly was this Being appealed to 
in. prayer, and the similarity of these petitions to those offered. up 
by themselvas so impressed the monkish companions of the Spanish con- 
yuerors that their astonishment is very ovident in their writingse It 
is unlikely that these priests would admit a soul of goodness in the 
evil thing it was thelr business to stamp cuts and their testimony in 
this respect 1s of the highest value es evidence that the Aztec reli- 
gion possessed at least some germ of eternal verities.@ 

To illustrate the Aztes iden of a Creator, in the migration myths of 

the Aztecs, it is related that "Lake Tezauoo overflowed its banks for no 

cause; a rook which the king had ordered made into a saorificial altar re= 

fused to be moved, saying to the workmen that the Lord of Creation would 

not suffer it . « o"> And in enother inatance, "they tell how Hontezum, 

soning forth from a cave dug by tha Creator, led the Indian nations thence" .& 

In these examples, the narrator of these myths, though aninietic, indloates 
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at least that he has a concept of a oreator. That is the minimm of know- 

ledge of a Supreme Being. Among some of the following (and earlier) tribes, 

there is a much olearer concept. 

Following a general geographical movement from north to south, there 

is found an interesting myth in the Pima tribe of Lower California. Alex= 

ender narrates this Piman cosmogony as told by a shaman of the Pima tribe: 

"In tho beginning there was nothing where now are earth, sun, moons 
stars, and all that we see. Ages long the darimess was gathering, um- 
til it formed e great mass in which developed the spirit of the earth 

Dootor, who, like the fluffy whisp of cotton that floats up on the 
wind, drifted to and fro without support or place to fix himself. Con- 
scious of his power, he determined to try to build an abiding place, 
so he took from his breast a little dust and flattened 1t into a cake. 
Then he thought within himself, 'Gome forth, some kind of plant’, and 
there appeared the oreosote busk - . -". Assuredly this is an extra-e 
ordinary genesis, with its conception of a primeval void and a fiat ~ 
creation, to come from the untaught natives, and it is possihle that 
mission teachings may heave influenoed its form, though the matter seens 
to be aboriginale abe story goes on with the oreation of inseotss then 
of a skydome . « e 5 then of sun, moon, and stars « « e Hext Earth Doc- 
tor created living beingae een 

This is, indeed, one of the more remarkable oreation myths, if it be true 

that the shaman was not under the influence of Christianity. As Alexander 

pointed out, there is a concept of the vast “nothingness” before oreation, 

a feature that only rarely is found among the cosmogonies of the New World. 

(Amerindian cosmogonies generally start with the primal substance, water, 

covering the earth.) And the fiat creation, asombined with oreatio ex nihilo, 

strikes a familiar note, particularly when compared with the record of Gen- 

esis, "Let there be « e «". Though the general order of creation, as Alex~ 

ander desoribes it, is somewhat different from the Biblical account, the de- 

tail that living beings were created last appears to remain the same in both 
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oosmogoniess 

fo retrogress to the period of one of the earliest of the Hahuatlan 

tribes, the Chichimeo, Bernardino de Sehagun, noted historian of Hexico, 

says that "they had only a single god, not represented by any image, call- 

ed Yonlli Eheoatl, that is to say, God invisible, impalpalable, beneficient, 

proteotor, ouni potent, by whose strength alone the whole world lives, and 

who, by his sole knowledge, rules voluntarily all things. Alexander oon~ 

tinues to relate that "Yoalli Ehooatl (‘Wind and Night® or "Hightwind') is 

en epithet applied to Tezoatliposa, who also is addressed as ‘Creator of 

Heaven and Karth? "9 

The Acolhuans (Tezcusens), a group that oanme between the Chiohineos 

end the Aztecs historically, have a lament that expresses their trust in a 

divine Creator, as well as breathes the whole world=weary dolour of their 

Nahuatlan religions 

O King, inguiet and inseoure, when thou art dead, thy vassals shali be 
destroyed, scattered in dark confusion; on that day rulership ae 20 
longer be in thy hand, but with God the Creator, All-Powerful l0 

The king of Tezouco scema to have agreed with his subjeots, for he expresses 

the same sentiments in the following quotation fron ee 

The king of Tesouco, in Nexiao, became tired of the idols of his king- 
dom, having prayed to them in vain for a son. "What are they", he oried, 
"but dumb stones without sense or power’ They oould not have made this 
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' beautiful world; the sun, moon, and stars; the waters and trees; and 
all the countless creatures which inhabit the world. There must be 
some invisible and unknowm God, the Creator of all things. He alone 
oan console me in my sorrow, and take away my offliotion." Therefore 
he erected a temple nine stories high, which he dedicated to the une 
knovm God, the Cause of Causese He seems to have repeated, without 
Imowing it, the argument of Paul at Athens.ll 

Brinton, writing about the Tezoucans, confirms this report given by Clarke, 

and adde a very interesting side lights 

The centrai figure of Hahuatlan mythology is Quetzalonatl « « « Ho one 
denies him to have been a god, the god of the air, highest deity of 
the Yezoucans, in whose honor was ereoted the pyramid of Cholula, grand-. 
est monument ox their racee e « he was born of a virgin in the land of 
Tule or Tlapalian, in the distant oricnt, and was high priest of that 
happy realm.t2 

Waethor there is any significance to the statement that their God "was born 

of a virgin e « « in the distant Orient", it is difficult to say, and pre- 

carious to draw any definite conclusionse Though this may be entirely soln= 

cidence, there appears to be the possibility that this belief mey be related 

to, if not identical, with the Christ of Christian belief. Spence says that 

<uetzalsoatl “was one of the older pre=-Aztecan gods of the Anshuac. He is 

sometimes represented as a being of white complexion and fair-bearded, with 

blue eyes "23 Spence goes on to say how this influenced the reception given 

Cortes, and brought about the speedy surrender of Montezuma's forces. Honte- 

zuma, thought the coming of Cortes was the return of Quebzalooatl.!* 

To return to the main subject of inquiry, Spence states on another oo- 

Oasion thats 
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Quetzalooat] stood for ea worship which was eminently more advanced 
and humane than the degrading and sanguinary idolatry of which Hi 
itzilopoohtli and Tezoatlipooa were the prime objects. That he was 
not of Azteo origin but a god of the Tolteos or of the elder peoples 
who had preceded them in Anahuac is proved by a nyth of ths Hexioan 
nations, in whioh his strife with Tezoatlipooa is related.-> 

Alexander also avers that Guetzalcooatl was the principal deity of the Tol- 

tesa Jé 

The Toltees divided the oreation into a number of epochs or ages, oF 

rather, to be more exact, each eposh consisted of a creation and a disaster, 

after which a new epooh marked ‘a new cereatlone Alexander desoribes this sit= 

uation in the Tolteo mythology, and also points out that Cuetzalcoatl is 

clearly the Creators 

Each epoch begins on the first-day of Tochtli, and the god Quetzal- 
coatl figures aa the creator. « « first, the Sun of tater, which is 
also the Age of Glants; second, the Sun of Winds, ending with the 
transformation into apes; third; the Sun of Fires fourth, the Sun of 
Fanine, terminating with a rain of blood and the fall of. Tollan, 
Four Sums passed, and a fifth Sun, leading forward to a fifth even- 

tual destruction, seems, most authorities agree, to represent the 
Daal exican mythe e « wuetgalooatl « . - is slearly the Toltes 
Zeus. 

In. southern Hexioo the Hixteos, with their ploture writing, have pre= 

served 2 sosmogony much more revealing than that of the Tolteose Gregorio 

Garoie reoords ‘the first part of the Mixteo oreation myth: 

In the year and in the day of obsourity and dermess, when there were 
as yet no days nor years, the world was a chaos sunk in darkness, and 
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a water covered the slime and ooze that the earth then weet 

Here there is the account of the primeval substanae, very vividly desorlbed, 

which the North American Indians so unanimously agreed upon. vith this be- 

Ginning the Mixtecs continued to speak of their "“Greator-of-All~Things", 

who was most likely the same as Guetznlooatl of the Tezoucan; Zapotec, and 

Toltec mythologye Alexander affirms thls conclusion, and also adds that this 

one Creator=God of all these Groups was not only the Creator of all things, 

but was himself unoreated: 

It is probable that this Mixtec Creator-of-ALl~Things was the same 
deity as he who was known to thelr Zapotec Iklndred ag Coqui-xXee or 
CGequle-Gllla (Lord of the Beginning), of whom it is said that “he was 
the creator of all things and wes himself unoreated". Seler is of the 
oplnion that Cocui-Xee is a spirit of “the beginning™ in the sense of 
davm and tae east and the rising sun, and that sinoe he is also know 
as Fiye-fa0, or "The Great Wind", he is none other than the Zapotes 
Suetzaleoatl, who also is an inoreate creator 19 

4s the inquiry into iisxican creators and creation myths is hurriedly 

brought to a close, it is fitting that one of the simpler, yet one of the 

olearest, as far as comparing similarities with Genesis is aoonoerned, tales 

be recorded here. Herrera reports on Tuoupacha, the deity of the Tarascans. 

He discloses that "they hold hin to be the creator of all things, that ha 

gives life and death, good end evil fortune, and they call upon hin in 

their tribulations, gazing toward the sky where thoy believe him to be. 229 
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Alexander adds that Tucupacha "first created heaven and earth and hell; 

then he formed a man and a woman of olay. « « but the god sent 2, flood, 

from which he preserved a certain priest, Texpi, and his wife, with seeds 

and with aninals, floating in an arl«like Log.2® The Tarascans have pre= 

served a detail seldom found in Amerindien orsation myths, that the Creator 

created hell, along with earth and heaven. A detall fanilior from the Mus- 

kokls, Hopi, Yuli, Naidu, and Selish myths iss: the Creator "formed a aan 

and a woman of oley"s It is noteworthy that this is found comparatively 

often among the North American Indiana, but seldom in Mexiooe Therefore 

thia exemple proves to be quite outstanding. It is also worthy of notice 

that there is a primeval pair,g and, very definitely, a male and female, 

both formed from clay. The data on the flood, and Texpi, undoubtedly a ree 

ference to the Biblical Noeh and the great deluge, provide an interesting 

sida light at this point, and suggest another investigation that sould be 

made, not without profit, among the Amerindians. 

‘Bypassing ‘Guatemalan for the moments the Costa Rica aborigines, the 

Guoyais; heave, as Melendez found, = creation nyth explaining the origin 

of the world. Melendez oltes thats 

The oreation myth of the Guaymis of Costa Rioa related that the mys- 
teriovus being Nonoomale formed the world and the waters, but they were 
in darlmess and oloudee Wading into the river he met and fecundated 
the. water-sprite Rutbe, who bore him twins « « e one hecoming the sun, 
the other the moon, the twin lights of the world.2* 

In this rather orude tale, there is, ‘once more, the referenoe to = world 
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originally oloaked in darknesse 

Peter Martyr has devoted a large seotion of a book (listed below) to 

the ‘description of the beliefs and rites of the Isthmians, the Indians of 

the region where the isthmis of Panama joins the continent. He wrote con= 

cerning their belief in a Creator, "then the Spaniards asked them to what 

divinity they addressed their prayers, they responded that 1t is to ths 

god who orcated the heavens, the sun, the moon, and all existing things; 

and from whom every good thing proceeds e « 01.75 

Though the information is meager for oomparative studies, at any rate, 

there is recorded, cven among the tribes where data is weak, the knowledge 

generally that these Amerindians held a belief in a Suprene Creator, and, 

as far as evidence is available, thia belief is primitive and aboriginal, 

uninfluenced by later mission teachings. With this brief note, and, unfor~ 

tunately meager information on the Gentral American tribes, the investi- 

gation turns to the wuiohe of Guatemala, and the Popo) Yuh, the sacred book 

of the aya Quiche. 

The Popol, Yuh has been subtitled, the Sgored Book of the Ancient juiche 

Maya, and it wdoubtedly is that. For, as far as oan be determined, it was 

first transcribed by a very intelligent and literary Quiche Indian in the 

middle of the. sixteenth century, more than likely, from the oral traditions 

of the peoplee This original manusoript, written in quiche. (but in Latin 

soript), has since been lost. But, in the meantime, this now lost manuscript 

wag copied at the end of the seventh century by Father Francisoo Ximenez, 
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a parish priest of tho village of Sento Tomas Chichioastenango, in the moun- 

tainous region of Guatemala. Ximenez's copy is still available, and was used 

by Adrian Reoinos in his reosnt (1947) translation of the Quich$ into Span= 

ish.“ 

Banoreft in his The Native Races made the following statement about the 

Popol, Vuhs 

Of all Amerioan peoples, the Quiches of Guatemale have left us the rich~ 
est mythologioal legacy. Their description of the creation as given in 
the Fopol Vuh, which may be onlled the national book of. the Quichés, is, 
in its rude strange eloquenoe and poetic originality, one of the rarest 
relios of aboriginal thought.25 

Alexanders in hia introductory statements to a long quotation from the Popol 

Yuh, pays the highest compliments to this great legend: 

The Popol Yah is the most atriking and instruotive of the myth-reoords 
‘of primitive Amerioa. Other legends are as comprehensive in scope, as 
varied in material, and as dramatic in formj but no other, in anything 
like the measure of this document, combines with these qualities the 
element of oritioal consciousness, giving the flavor of philosophical 
refleotion which lifts the narrative from the level of mere tale-tell- 
ing inte that of Literature e » «25 

The Popol, Yuh is actually a work divided into four parts, and the ore- 

ation eoccount, for which it has peoome so famous, forms ohiefly the first 

part of this book. The remaining three parts are devoted to the history of 

the Guiohe and the chronology of their Idngs down to the year 1550. 
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Ite owm preamble will present the reasons wy this anonymous Indien 

reoorded the traditions of his people: 

This is the beginning of the old traditions of this place oalled 
Quiché. . . This we shall write now under the law of God and Christ- 
danity; we shall bring 1t to light because the Popol Vek, as it is 
called, cannot be seen any more, in which was slearly seen the coming 
from the other side of the sea and the narration of our obsourity, 
and our lif was olearly seen. The original book, written long ago, 
existed, but its sight 1s hidden to the searoher and the thinker. 
Great were the desoriptions and the account of how all the sky and 
earth were formed, how 1t was formed and divided into four parts; 
how 1% was partitioned, and how the sky was divided; and the neasur~ 
ing-~cord was brought, and it was stretched in the sky and over the 
earth, on the four angles, on the four corners, as was told by the 
Creator ond the Maker, the Mother and Father of Life, of all oreated 
things, he who gives breath and thought . e « he who meditates on the 
goodness of a1] that exists in the sky, on the earth, in the lakes 
and in the seas 

With this introdustLon the Cuiohe author launches into an eesounh of the 

first things. Beoauss of its great length, the author has quoted the ore- 

ation Legend only in part. The following is the cosmogony of the waichds 

as recorded in Part One and Part Three of the Popol, Vuhs 

This is the acoount of how ail was in suspense, all calm, in silence; 
ali motionless, still, and the expanse of the sky was empty. This is 
the first account, the first narrative. There was neither man, nor an~ 
imal, birds, fishes, orabs, trees, stones, caves, ravines, grassess 
nor forests; there was only the sky. The surface of the earth had not 
appeared. There was only the onlm sea and the great expanse of the sky. 
There was nothing brought together, nothing which sould make a noise, 
nor anything which might move, or tremble, or could make noise in the 
skye There was nothing standing; only the calm water, the placid sea, 
alone and tranquil. Wothing existede There was only immobility and si- 

lence in che darkness, in the night. 

Only the Crestor, the Maker, Tepsu, Guoumatez, the Forefathers, were 
in the water surrounded with light. . « By nature they were great sages 

and great thinkers. In this manner the sky existed and also the Heart 

of Heaven, which is the name of God and thus He is called. « « Then . 
they plamed the creation, and the growth of trees and the thickets and 
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the birth of life and the oreation of man. Thus it was arranged in ths 
darkness and in the night by the Heart of Heaven who is called Huresan. 
Then they conferred about life and light, what they would do so that 
there would he light and dawn, who it would ba who would prorids food 
and sustalnencee 

Thus let 1% be done! Lot the omptiness be filled’ Let the water recede 
and inake a void, let the carth appear and besome solid; let it be donee 
Thus they spokee Let there be light, lct there be dawn in the sky and 
on the garth! There shall be neither glory nor grandeur in our creation 
aud formation until the human being is made, man is formed. So they 
epoke. Then the earth was oreated by them. So it was, in truth, that 
they oreated the earthe Earth? they said, and instantly it was made. 
Like the mist, like a cloud, and like a cloud of dust was the oreation, 
when the mountains appeared fron the waters; and instantly the mounteins 
grave Only by a miracle, only by magio art were the mountains and vale 
Lovs formed; and instantly the groves of cypresses and pines put forth 
shoots togethsr on the surface of the earthe . « First the earth wes 
formed; the mountains and the valleys; the currents of the water were 
divided, the rivulets were ruming freely between the hills, anda the 
water was separated when the high mountains appeared. Thus was the earth 
oreated, when it was formed by the Heart of Heaven, the Heart of Earth, 
as they are calied who first made it fruitful, when the sky was in sus- 
pense, and the earth wes subnerged in water. So it was that they made 
perfect the work, when they did it after thinking and meditating upon 
ite 

Then they made the small wild animals, the guardians of the w 2 the 
spirite of the mountaing the deer, the birds, pumas, jaguars, serpents, 
snekas, vipere, guardians. of the thickets. find the Forefathers askeds 
‘Shall there be only silenco and calm under the trees, under the vines? 
It is well that hereafter there he someone to guard theme" Se they said 
when they meditated and talked. Promptly the deer and the birds were 
created. Imediately they gave homes to the deer and birds. "You, deer, 
shell sleep in the fields by the river bank and in the ravines. Here you 
shell be amongst the thicket, amongst the pasture; in the woods you 

shall multiply, you shall waik on four feet and they will. support yous 
Thns be it done$* So it was that they spoke. Then they also assigned 
homes to the birds big and small. “You shall live in the trees and in 
the vines. There you shall make your nests; there you shall multiply; 
there you shell inerease in tho branches of the trees and in the vines." 
So it was said to the deer, the birds, pumas, jaguars, and serpents. 

e e e "Let us mako him who shall nourish and sustain us$ that shall wa 
do to be invoked, in order to be remembered on earth? We have already 
tried with our first oreations, our first creatures; but wea could not 
make. them praise and venerate use So, then let us try to make obediont, 
respeotfui beings who whll nourish and sustain use" Thus they spokee 
Then was the creation and the formatione OF earth, of mud, they made 
man's flesh, But they saw that it was not good. It melted away, it was 
soft, did not move, had no strength, it fell down, it wos limp, it
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oould not move its head, its face fell to one side, its sight was 
blurred, it oould not look behind. At first it spoke, but it had no 
mind. .wiekly 1t soaked in the water and could not stand. And the Cree 
ator and the liaker said: "Let us try again because our oreatures will 
no be able to walk nor multiply. Let us consider this,* they solide 
Then they broke up and destroyed their work and tholr creation. 

* « e "So may it be", they answered whan they spoke. And instantly the 
figures were made of wood. They looked like men, talked ifke men, and 
populated the surface of the earthe They existed and multiplied; thoy 
had daughters, they had sens, these wooden figures; but they « e « did 
not remember thelr Creator, their Mekere « « Therefore they no Longer 
thought of their Creator nor their Maker, nor of those who made them 
and cared for them. These were the first men who existed in great num 
bers on the fase of the earthe 

Imnediately the wooden figures were annihilated, destroyed, broken up, 
and killed. A flood was brought about by the Heart of Heavens a great 
Ploed was formed which fell on the heads of the veoden oreatures. Of 
tzits, the flesh of man was made, but when woman was fashioned by the 
Greator and the Haker, her flesh was made of rushes. these were the 
materials the Creator and the Haker wanted to use in making then. But 
those that they had made, that they had oreated, did not think, did 
no& speak with their Creator, their Yaker. And for this reason they 
were killed; they. were delugede « « 

It was cloudy and twlilght then on the face of the earth. There was no 
sun yets Nevertheless, there was a being called Vuocub-Caquix who waa 
very proud of himself< She sky and the earth existed, but the faces of 
the sun and the moon were covered. And he (Vuoub—Caguix) saids = « e 
s I shell now be great above oll the beings orented and formed. I an 
the sw; the light, the moon", he exolaimed. "Great is my splendor « « 
s"s Hie only embition was to exalt himself and to dominate. And ail 
this happened when the flood came because: of the wooden people. Now we 
shall tell how Vueub-Gaquix was overthrow and died, and how man was 
made by the Creator and the Maker « « < 

Here, then, is tho beginning of when it was deoldad to make man, and 
when what must enter into the flesh of man was sought. And the Fore= 
fothers; the Creators and the Makers, who were called Tepeu and Guou=- 
matz said: "The time of dawn has comes let the work be finished, and 
let: those who are to nourish and sustain us appear, the noble sons, 
the civilized vassals; let man appear, humanity, on the: fave of the 

. earths” Thus they spoke. They assembled, oame together and held coun- 

oil in the darkness and the night; then they sought and disoussed, and 
here they reflested and thought. In thie way their decisions came olear- 
ly to light and they found and discovered what must enter Into the 
flesh of man. It was just before the sun; the moon, and the stars ap= 

peared over the Creators and the Makerss
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From Paxil, froa Cayala, as they are called, came the yellow ears of 
corn and the white cars of oorne e « And thus they found the food, and 
this was what wnet into the flesh of oreated man, the made man; this 
was his blood; of this was the blood of man made. So the corn entered 
(into the formation of man) by the work of the Forefathers. « « After 
that they began to talk about the creation and the making of our firat 
nother and father; of yellow oorn and of white corn they made their 
flesh; of corn-meal dough they made the arms and the legs of mane Only 
dough of corn meal went into the flesh of our first fathers, the four 
men, who were createde 

These are the nazes of the first men who were created and formed: ‘the 
first man was Balam-Cuitee, the seoond, Balem-Acab, the third, Mahuoutah, 
and the fourth was Iqui-Balam. These are the names of our first mothers 
and fathers. It is said that they only were made and formed, that they 
had no mother, they had no father. They were enly called men. They were 
not born of woman, nor wore they begotten by the Creator nor by the ake 
er, nor by the Forefathers, Tepsu and Gucumatze And as they had the ap- 
pearanos of men, they were men; they talked, conversed, saw and heard, 
walked, grasped things; they were good and handsome men, and their fig- 
ure was the figure of a mene They were ondoved with intelligence. « « 
In this way were created and formed our grandfathers, our fathers, by 
the Heart of Heaven, the Heart of Earth. 

then thelr wives had being, and their women were made. God himsolf made 
them carefullye And so, during sleep, they came, truly beautiful, their 
women, at the side of Salam-wuitzd, Balam-Acab, Mahuoutah, and Iqui-~ 
Salen. There were their women when they awakened, and instantly their 
hearts were filled with joy because of their wives.@8 

And so the legend of the Quiche continues. Without a doubt, this is a 

remarkable cosmogony.e Its forn and order is reminiscent of the oreation myths 

of the tiintu, yet the style and insight of the Popol Vuh is so outstanding 

as to make the two inoomparable. And for the student of comparative religion, 

partloularly, this reoord is invaluoble. Though the reference, continually, 

is to "the Greator, the lakers and the Forefathers", a bold denial of one 

Supreme Creator, there are innumerable details that very definitely corrobor= 

ate other accounts, and point to @ common tradition. 
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ligre there is definitely a fiat creation, and arentio ax nihilo. For 

the whole first seotion is devoted to desoribing how nothing existed before 

ereation, how utterly void it was. The oreation itself is accomplished by 

“Let it be done$". The very words of Genesis are here duplicated: "Let - 

there be light". The primeval water covering the carth, virtually every de- 

tail of the North American myths, which was wide-spread or similar to the 

Genesis ancowmt, is found in this famous legend. The creation of man fron 

the earth, though discarded as the mode of oreatlon for the final people 

who were to inheblt the earth, is recorded in the Popol Vuh. The creation 

of woman, a5 wan lay asleep, the existence of a veritable devil in the 

figure of Vuoub-Caquix, the perfeotion of the final orention, all are record= 

ed in this astonishing creation uythe 

Thus oLoses an, sometimes brief, sometines revealing, investigation of 

the creation myths of Mexico and Latin America. The following chapter will 

form an incuiry into, ohiefly, the mytha of thevGuinea and Colombia tribes, 

but most important of all, the onoient pre-Azteo aborigines of Peru.



CHAPTER V 

CREATION MYTHS IN SOUTH AMERICA 

the investigation of South American creation myths will start with 

the Indians of Colombia, the Tunja, Chiboha, Ultoto, and Salivan tribes; 

it will proceed to inolude the Caribs of Guiana, the Arawek, Yarrau, and 

ASokawol tribes; from there the inquiry will tough the Chaso of Argentine, 

and go into detail on the ooncept of Creator in Peruse 

4a was stated in the seoond chapter, the Fuegiana, natives of Tierra 

del. Fuego, were weak in creation myths, due to the faot that here, as well 

aes near the Aratic, the aborigines made long and:wide migrations, lived in 

extreme isolation, and were thrust into wretched environments by the later 

and stronger peoples. These factors caused them to loose some elements of 

their religions with the Fuegians it sappened to be the sonoept of oreation. 

The Amazons of Brazil likewise seem to have lost the idea of creation. 

In this respeot they are similar to the natives of Tierra del Fuego. Thus 

Alexander wrote concerning the Amazons? 

- Parohas's translation of Cardim begins: "It seemeth that this people 
had no knowledge of the beginning and creation of the world, but of 
the deluge it seencth that they hava some notice". This is a fair char- 
eoterization of the general oosmogonical ideas of the South Anerican 
wild tribose There is seldom any notion of oreation; there is univer= 
Bally, it would scem, some legend of a oatyolyam - « . offering such 
general analogies to the Noachian story as naturally to suggest to men 
nacguainted with comparative mythology the inference that the tale of 

Woah was indeed the source of alle 

  

1H.B. Alexander, Mythology of AJ) Races - Latin Amerioan (Boston: thr 
shall Jones Goes 021920) XI, 311. -  
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Alexander's statemsnt above, that "there is seldom any notion of creation", 

must taken very lightly, and then, only as a very general remark concerning 

South American natives. For he, himself, relates a number of South American 

oreation myths, as well as desoribes their idea of a Creator. But this state- 

ment is particulorly applicable to the Amazon and Fuegian tribes. 

As a general overview of the South American tribes, ‘Brinton relates 

thats 

Acsording to a myth extensively diaseminated among the Caribs, Arawaocks, 

Warraus, Carayas, and other South American tribes, in the begiming of 
things sky and eerth were as one, and man abode within the earth in a 

" joyous renlme where death and disease were unimow, and even the trees 
never rotted but lived on forever. One day the ruler of that happy reala 
walking forth discovered the surface of the world as we know it, but re- 
turning warned his people that though sunlight was there, so also were 
desay and death. Some, hovever, went thither, and the present unhappy 
race of men are their descendents, while others still dwell in gladness 
far belowe® 

Though this is not, striotly speaking, a orsation myth, there is the concept 

of an orizinal Paradise as is found in Genesis, and an attempt at an explan- 

ation of the present mortal and finite condition of mane 

To illustrate how strong. Alexander's statement was, Wallis, Radin, and 

Alexander himself will furnish data showing thet the Salivan, Uitoto, Tun- 

jay. and Chiboha tribes of Colombia all have an idea of a Creator, as well as 

areation legends among the last three. To begin with the first, "the Salivan 

of Colombia believe in-a supreme delty, Puru, the creation power from when 

all things visible and: all natural forces originated. . « Natural forces, 

wind, fire, earthquakes, and thunder, and other forces operative in the nat- 

  

2ehrenreioh, Die Xerayastimue, as quoted by Daniel Brinton, The jivths 
of the New World (Philadelphia: David icKay, Publisher, 0.1696) pp. 265. 
266, 
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ural, and human world, emanate from Purue!? 

The Vitoto refer to their Creator as Nainema, and have an asoount of 

creation that is rather weird, judged by Christian standards. But this is, 

assuredly, sreatlio sx nihilos 
  

In the beginning there was nothing but mere appearance, nothing really 
existede It was but a phantaam, an illusion that ovr father toushed; 
something mysterious it was that he grasped. Nothing existed. Through 
the agenoy of o dream, our father, Ha-thho-Is-Appearance-Cnly, HNeinema, 

pressed the phantasm to his breast and then wes sunk in thought ilot 
even o tree existed that might have supported this phantasm, and only 
through his breath did Nainema hold this illusion attached to a thread 
of a dress. He tried to discover what was at the bottom of it, but he 
found nothing. "I have attached thet which was non~existent", he said. 
» a e Then our father . -« « tied the emptiness to the dream-thread and 
pressed the magioal glue-substance upon it. Thus by means of his dream 
did he hold it like the fluff of raw cotton. He seized the botton of 
the phantasm and stamped upon it repeatedly, allowing himself to rest 
upen the earth of which he had dreante 

"A Grue oreationestory (as distinguished from tales of origin through 

generation) waa told alse by the people of Tunja. In the beginning all was 

darkness and fog, wherein dwellt the oaoiques of Remiriqui and of Sogamozo, 

nephew end uncles From yellow clay they fashioned men, and from an herb they 

oreated womenj but sinoe the world was still unillumined, after enjoining 

worship upon their oreatures, they ascended to the skye e aa Here, with 

the Tunja tribes of Colombia, though there is the belief that there were 

two orestors, they also imply a chaos at the beginning, and state a very 

  

3 480n Wallise Religion in Primitive Soseity (New York: F.Se Crofts 
& Coan 1939) Pe 88. 

«gon, Prausa, "Die H8shste Gottheit bel den Kulturermen Vlkern", in 
Esyoholosisohe Forsohungen II, as quoted by Paul Radin, Primitive Reli~ 
Bion (New York: Viking Press, 001937) pe 265- 

5H.B. Alexander, lythology of All. Races - Latin American (Boston: 
Marshall Jones Coc, Gel920) Xi, 200. . 
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Slgnifioant detail, quite familiar to us at this stage of the investigation, 

we the oresation of man from the earth. This is not only a creation myth, bat 

one polnting to a common tradition as well. 

Finally, the Chiboha, 1ike other American peoples, reoognized « Creator. 

They oalled hin Chiminigegue, and Fray Pedro Simon, author of Noticias Hist- 

oriales, refers to him (Chiminigagua) as the Supreme Being emong the Chiboha.e 

This is their asoount of oreation: 

In the beginning all was darkness, for light was imprisoned in a great 
house in charge of a being called Chiminigagua « « . cmnipotent, ever- 
good, ond lord of all things. After oreating huge blaok birds, to whon 
he gave the light, commanding them to oarry it in their beaks until all 
the world wes illumined and resplendent, Chiminigagua formed the Sun, 
the pe (to he the Sun's wife and companion), and the rast of the unl@ 
Yersée 

mong the Caribe of Guiana, there existed at one time eighty-three un~ 

related st tookae” ‘Among suoh a varied group, there might be expected a con= 

fused aonception of Creator and oreatlon. As Brett desoribes then, this is - 

true, and yet there is an overall concept of one Supreme Creator: 

The aborigines of Guiana, in their-naturally wild and untaught condi- 
tisn, have had a confused idea of the existence of one good and sup-= 
rene Belog,. end of many inferior spirits, who are supposed to be of 
various kinds, but generally of malignant character. The Good Spirit 
thay regard os the Creator of all, and as far as we can learn, they 
balieve him to be immortal and invisible, omipotent, and omniscient. 

this Graat Spirit has a different appelation with each tribe of Guianae 

  

  

Sintaes pp» 198+ 199. 
~ 

"Ibid pe 256. 

Scams Bratt, The The, Indien Trihes of Guiane, quoted by H.B. Alexander, 

%: Hythology of All “Raoga-- Eatin Amerionn (Boston: ‘Marshall Jones Coe, 
@el1920) XI, 256. -
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She Aroweak tribes refer to him us ta Murreta Kwonel, "Gur Laker": tha 

Varransieplanis call hia ononetoo, which alse menns “Cur Haker®. His 

name waong the Aclnwel Carib tribes is Hegonaiune Tha exact meaning of 

nane, iiackonaima, ia unknowm, but he was a Creatorelied and the hero of 

cosaogeny anong the Aokawol Carib tribes.” 

4s Brinton pointed owt previously, there is a myth of an original 

Paradise anong the Uarihge Alexander has recorded this nyth as told by 

the Caribs of Surinams 

in a time Iong past that even the grandmothers of our grandaethers 
wars not yet borne « « the world wie quite other then whet 1t fa today: 
tho trees were Porever in frat: the animale lived in perfoat harmony, 
and the Little agouti played fearlensly with the beard of the jaguar; 
the serpents had no venomy the rivers flowed evenly, without drought 
or Lioodg and even the waters of cascades glides gently down from the 
nigh rookge Mo hwaan eraature had as yet cone to Life « « o? 

Ae waa rolated, the ‘cknwokl make Seokonaima thoir Creators Alexander tolia 

of another mth of the Cariban stoi: in which Mackonalin, figures as Creator: 

ene “akeonnina,s having rented heaven and carth, sat on = cilkecotton= 
sree ly a vivery aud eubting off pieces of bark, caat then about, these 
wt cnich touched the water bacoming fish, aud athears flying in the air as 
birds, while from those that fcii on Lond aresa animals and mente co e 
n Later adaitiong auesunting fer racer of men: the Great Spirit ake 
onesie made a large uauld, aud gut of thie fresh, clean olay the white 
ann shoppede Sitar li got a 2ittie dirty the Indian was Lformsds e « « 
the mould became black. and unclean. and cut of 4t walked the negroedt 

This latter addition could have been the original creation story of the Care 

ites 1% might tralysbe a bit of native imagination, or a Inter plese of bore 

rowlnge Gut it ic Intoresting to note actually how many myths use the suhe 

aumreves s:   

Sogarard In tharn, Among the indions af Guianns as quoted by EeB. Alox- 
onder, Hytholory sf AML Reoen « Latin Anerienn (Sostons Uarahall Jones Coe, 
001920) Aly 258. ° 

10::,3. Alexander, Uytholory of All frees - Latin Ameriogn (Soston: Maro 
shall Jones Goes onl920) Xf, 262. « 

11, 
“Luhdes pe 2696 271.  
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stance-olay, or earth, for the oreation of man. This detail would strike 

the unblased observer as more then mera colnoidence. That 1t proves a com= 

mon tradition would be e precarious atatement to make. But it is equally 

difficult, if not more so, to imagine that people all over the world just 

happened to come up with the same soluticns to the age-old questions. It's 

noteworthy to look, for example, to the Chaco of Argentine. Alexander des~ 

oribes then as people who were, and still are, untouched by oivilization. 

And yet among the Chaco, there is not merely the concept of a Creator, but 

the statement that man and woman were formed from clay. This is what Alex~ 

ander has to say about the Chaco: 

In the Ghaso « e e to this day, are to be found tribes practically un- 
toushed by the influence of olvilization -=- tribes in the state which 
for untold centuries must have been that of thepsoples of Central 
South Amerian. « « The mythology of the Chaco tribes . . . is founded 
on the idea of a Creator, symbolized by the Beetle. First, the mater- 
ial universe was made. . « Afterward the Beetle formed a man and a o> 
men from the olay which it threw up from ita hole e « 1# 

With this brief, but algnificont note on the Chaco, the investigation now 

turns to the aust eee of Feru, the last group of Indians to be the subjeot 

of inquiry in this thesis. 

The Incas of Perw had two Creators, Viracooha and Pachacomasce The wor- 

ship of Viracsocha appears to be the older of the two, Pachacamac being & 

Jeter addition of the Incas. (Pachacamac, according to the Inca version, 

defeated Viracocha, and created a new world by making people into aninals 

and creating nev people)e-~ That Viracooha was a pre-Inca Creator is polnt- 

  

L2Tbides ppe S17- 323« 

IShewis Spenoe, Ope Gites, Ds 50e 
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ed out by Brinton, when he relates that "Viracooha was the culture hero of 

the Aymara-Quichua stook" i and Spenoe, when he concludes that "we must 

then regard Virscooha as the god of a faith anterior to the sun-worship 

which obtained in Peru. at the time of the Spanish conquest" oe Sun-worship, 

though the official religion, ond the religion always assooieted with Peru, 

was not tho only religion of the Indians in Peru. Partioularly with the in- 

telligentsia, it was often the least popular religione Murray says that "Sun 

worship, with Cuzgoo as its center, was the officiel religion, although there 

existed e monothelstic cult among the higher classes who worshipped the Cre- 

G 
ator-dod ot This is verified by Clarke with the inoident on which he re= 

portas 

{t le related that about A.D. 1440, at a great religious counoll held 
in Peru, an Inca rose before the assembled multitude and said: "iMany 
tell us that the Sun made all things. But he who makes must remain .- 
with what he makes; now many things happen when the Sun is absent, t 
therefors he cannot make all things. e « He is like an animal in hare 
ness, who has to go where he is driven, Like an arrow whion must go 
where it is sent by the archer. Therefore he, our Father and Haster, 
the Sun, must have another Master greater than himself, who coapels 
him to go his daily round without peace or reste" A name was, there= 
fore invented for thie Supreme Fower, and a temple built for his 
worghip near Callac, in which were no images nor sacrifices.- 

- And Alexander adds that: 

Viraocoha was not forgotten, even by the Inoas who subordinated hin 
officially to the Sun; and few passages in American lore are more 

  

U4naniel Ge Brintons The Myths of the Hew World. (Philadelphia: David 
HoaKaye Publisher, 001896) pe210-. : i 

1eLewie Spence, ops Gite, De 50. 

  

16 17, Muxray, Mans Unknosn Ancestors (iilweukee: Bruce Publishing 
Coes Se 1943 ) De 520. : 

Wesamen Freeman Clarkes op. citer p- 122.



      

striking thon are the records of Inoa doubt as to the Sun's divinity 
and power. Holina says of that very Inca to whom the vision of the 
orystal appeared that "he refleoted upon the respect and reverence 
shown by his ancestors to the Sun, who worshipped it as a gods he ob- 
served that it never had any rest, and that it deily journeyed round 
the earth; and he said to those of his counoll that 16 wis not poss- 
ible that the Sun could be the God who created all things, for if he 
Was, he would not permit a small oloud to obsoure his splendour; and 
that if he was creator of all things, he would sometimes rest, and 
light up the whole world from one spote Thus, it cannot be otherwise 
but there 1s someone who directs him, and this is the Pacha-yachachi , 
the Creators" Garcllasso (quoting Blas Valera) states. that the Inca 
Tupac Yupangul likened the Sun rather to a tethered beast or to a shot 
arrow than to a free divintiy, while Huayna Capno is oredited with a 
Similar judgement. In the prayers recorded by Molina, Viracooha is su- _ 
premé, even over the Sun; and these petitions, it must be supposed, ~ 
represent the deepest convictions of the Inca religions 

Molina, Saloamayhua, Huaman, Pomas all give Inoa prayers addressed to 
Virasocha <= prayers which are our best evidence for the character 
in which he was regarded. In the group recorded by Holina the deity 
appears as Lord of generation of plants and animals and humankindy and 
to him are addressed supplications for inoreasee But he is very olear=_ 
ly algo, a supreme creator: "%Q conquering Viraccoha! Bver-present 4 
Viraoocha’ Thou who art in the ends of the earth without equalt Thou “f 
gavest life ond. valour to men, saying, "Let this be a man?’ and to 
wonens seying, *Let this be a womens" Thou madest them and gavest then - 
being! Watch over them that they may live in health and peace. Thou - 
who art in the high heavens, and among the clouds of the SeEpante grant 
this with long life, and accept this sacrifice, 0 Creator! °2 % 

  

   
   

  

Paul Radin. differs as to which Viracooha or Pachacamacy was the Creator of 

the earliest people in Peru, when his opinion is compared with that of 

Brinton: and ‘Spenoes He says that the earlier people called the Creator ; . 

acamacs and tha Tnoas: galled him Viracoohas At any rate, he agrees that the a 

  

wre ) ; alias 2 

; 1Bgaretlagsoy ED Ynoa, and Christoval de Molina, An Asoount of the Fahiss | 
gnd Rites of the aa quoted by HsBs Alexanders ology of All Races’ =4 

- Latin American (Boston: Marshall Jones Cosy os 1920) Ty 236.59: 

Yn 1Wohri stdval. de Molina; AD he Fables and of the Ynoag; as quoted ty iris Alemnder, Mycistogy oP alt Wanen = Eaein dmstcar (orton:    
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oulture that Pizarro encountered, when the Spanish conquerors landed, was, 

like that of the Azteas, built upon the ruins of the preceding clvilization, 

and that the belief in a Supreme Croator, likewise, was a heritage from this 

predecessors”? He records a pruyer in the form of a hymn, whioh the Inoas 

intoned to Viracochas 

© Viraccohag Lord of the universe, 
Whether thou art male 
tihether thou art female; 
Lord of reproduction 
Whatsosver thou may bee 
O Lord of divination, 
Where art thou? 
Thou, mayast be above, 
Or perhaps around 
Thy splendid throne and soeptore 
Oh, hear mo , 
From the sky above, 
in which thou mayest be; 
Fron the sea beneath 
In which thou mayest be; 
Creator of the world, 
Maker of all men; 
Lord of all. lords, 
liy eyes fail me, 5 
For tha sole desire to know thee. 
ifight I behold thee, 
Hight I imow thee, 
Might I consider thee, 
Might I understand thee? 
O lock dowm upon me, 
For thou knowest mee 
The sum “- the moon -= 
The day -- the night -- 
Spring -- Winter, 
4re not ordained in vain. 

By thee, 21 
O Uivacocha e e « 

  

_  ®0Pqut Reding The Story of the American Indian (New Yorks Boni & 
Liveright, 0.21927) pp- 125. 124. 

Slipide, ppe 124s 125. 
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Clarke reported previously that after the inoident in the year 1440 AcDe 

the Inoac built a temple for this Suprems Creator "in which there were no 

images nor sacrifices". Clarke does not sey that this temple was bullt for 

Viracosha, in those words, but it appears from Brinton's remarks thet this 

wes ons and the same edifice to whioh they both refer. Brinton is speaking 

of Viracssha in the following quotation: 

e « e in their creed he was oreator and possessor of all things. Lands 
and herds were assigned to other gods to support their templea, and 
oiferings were heaped on their altars, but to him none. For, asked the 
Eneoas, "Shall the Lord and Master of the whole world need these things 
fron us?" To him, says Acosta, “They did attribute the ohief power and 
commandment over all things;" and elsewhere, "in all this realm the 
chief 1doll they did worship was Viraoooha,. and efter him the Sunnee" 
e « e lig himself conetruoted these luminaries and placed then_in the 
sky, end then peopled the carth with its present inhabitants.<2 

The oreation myth of the Peruvians has been briefly outlined by Spence: 

fhe name Viracosha « e e Signifies "Foam of the Water", thus alluding 
to the legend that the god had arisen out of the depths of Lake Titi- 
oacae On his appearanoe from the sacred waters Viracooha oreated ths 
sun, moon, and the stars, and mapped out for them the courses which 
they were to hold in the heavens. He then oreated man carved out of 3 
stone statues made by himself, and bade them to follow to Guzoo « «» « 

Spence continues. to say that Viracooha returned to Lake Titionca and dis~ 

appeared into the weters. And "the most anoient of the temples of Feru was 

that on the island of Titicaca, to which extraordinary veneration was paid. 

Everything in conneotion with it was sacred in the extreme e « eo" «24 snother 

  

23 notations fron Acosta, History of the New World, Books 5 and 6, 

[ as quoted by Daniel Brinton, The ute of the New World, (Philadelphia: 

David McKay, Publisher, fen1696) PPe 210. 211. 

Brevis Spence, op Gite, PPe 48. 496 

24rbid. pe 630  
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myth of orcation, with Viracocha in the role of Creator, is told by Gamboa. 

It is prinoipally in reference to the origin of people. They were sup= 

posed to have cone out of Tampu~Tooco, whioh was a house on the hill. As 

the narrative goes, various tribes were supposed to have come out of var-= 

fous windows. The four pairs, saya Gamboa, "new no father nor mother, be= 

yond the story they told that they came out of the said window by the or= 

der of Ticoi Viracooha; and they declared that Viracoche orented then to 

be lords."29 In these oreation myths, chiefly the first, there is apparently 

oreatio ex nihilo in the creation of the universe. Ths orention of uan by 
  

the formation of stone statues 1s very muoh reloted to the accounts of aan 

being created from dust or olay. related enough to indicate a possible 

As a Footnote to the Feruvian myths, the Peruvian concept of Pachaca= 

mao, thougi: undoubtedly 4» later deity, ought to be inoluded here. "The 

name Fachacanac signifies *Earth-generator*, and the primitive centres of 

the worship of this deity were in the valleys of Lurin and Rimac, near the 

city of Lima. In the latter once stood a great tenple to Pachacamac, the 

ruins of whieh, alone, now reuain, "6 Alexander adds that Sin the Chinca   territory were loonted the two great shrines of Rimec and Pachacamac, 

whose oracles even the Incas courted « . «"s and according to Garoilasso, 

author of BE} Inon, the word Pachacanac means “iiaker and Sustainer of the 

  

*5pedro Sarmiento de Gambon, History of the Inogs, quoted by H.B. 
Alexander, Hythology of All Races - Latin American,(Boston: Marshall Jones 
Coes 021920 Kg 249." - 
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Universe". He is of the opinion also "that the worship of this divinity 

originated with the Inoas, who, nevertheless, regarded the god as invisible 

and hence built him no temples and offered him no sacrifices, but adored 

hin inwardly with the greatest veneration . . « it is olear that Pachacamao 

is a orentor god, entagonistio (4f not superior) to the Sun s » 327 

Thus, with'a rather brief note on the worship of Pachnocmac, a rather 

lengthy dissertation on the .Feruvian concept of creator end oreation, and a 

much too brief investigetion of the South Americen tribes as a whole, the 

inquiry into crention legends, myths, and tales of the Amerindians draus 

to an abrupt closee The most informative tribes along the way have been the 

Algonkins and Gealifornian tribes of North America, the Quiche of Guatemala, 

and the Peruvian groups of South America. Some tribes have hed not ones but ~ 

several orention nyths; others haven't even had the coneept of a creator, 

mich lesa a creation legend. Thera have been a nunber of details that all, 

or practically all, orcation wyths have had in common, such as the idea of i 

a primeval oatae covering the carthj on the other hand there have been suoh 

a large number of details peouliar to individual tribes alone, that one may = 

wonder if Shere is any conneoti on whatsoever between the myths of the 

various groupse 

ane 50 the inquiry proceeds ecard the obvious, a oti dlaitont the 

apparent. ‘indications from the evitience available. This will be the sub- 

jeot of the following and final ciaptere 

  

74.B. Alexander, Mythology of ALL Races ~ atin Amexican (Boston: 
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CHAPTER VI 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

‘In the preceeding investigation there have been a number of concepts 

gleaned from the oreatilon mytha of the Amerindians. Many of these concepts . 

are similar or identloal to the Biblical concept of orention. Many of these 

concepts and details are similar to (or identical with) those of other tribes 

within their particular group, or to tribes unrelated in various parts of 

the Hew tiorlde 

The concepts and details that both Genesis and a number of the Amerin~ 

dian myths have in comaon are listed as follows: ‘the belief in one Supreme 

Creator, the concept of an inoreate Creator, the concept of oreatio ex nihilos 

the idea of a fiat creation, the concept of a primeval water everywhere be- 

fore creation, the deteil of creating man from the earth, the idea of a pri- 

tal pair, the idea that the Creator was pleased with his creation, the be~ 

lief in an original paredisio bliss, and, finally, the acnoept of a ndavil®, 

or force of evil, opposing the Creators 

To begin with the first, the belief in one Supreme Creator; almost 

every tribe of North, Central, and South dAmerioa are uneninous on this s pointe 

In the preceding investigations no less than forty groups. or tribes heh 

to. the consent of a Supreme Creators fheee tribes are listed. a5. followst- 

the Hontagnalss Senecas, Virginia Indionss; and Lenape-Delawares of the North 

and Bash _Algoniinsi the Oreckss Seminoles, Chcotavss Chiocasave, and Natchez 

of the Hatohes group; the iuskhogeos; ‘the Central Algonkin Shawcees3 the: 

Winnebago; the Pavmee; the Atsina, Cheyenne, and Arapho of the Vest Algonkkl ug;
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the Zuni; the Athabascan group; the Atsugewl and the Achomawi; the Yuki, 

Haidus Wintu, end Wishosk of the West Coast; the Selish of the Northvest; 

the Aztecs, Chichincos, Tezoucans, Toltecs, Mixteos, Zapotecs, and Tarascans 

of Hexioo; the Guaymis and Isthwians of Central Amerloas the Selivan, Ultoto, 

and Chibohs tribes of Colombia; the Caribs of Guiana; the Chaco of Argentine; 

and the Inca and Pre-Inos, tribes of Peru, The concept of an inoreate Creator, 

however, appears rarely. ihether this detail was eliainated because it was 

unehimousiy accepted ang taken for granted with these tribes, or because it 

Was overlooked ty/the chroniclers, it 1s difficult to say. At any rate; the 

Onaha, Hixteos, end Zapotecs seem to be the only tribes reoording this idea. 

The concepts of orentio ex nihilo and a fiat creation are very defi- 

ni tely found ini North, Central, and South America, though sparsely distri- - 

buted. The idea of orea © ex nihilo is found among the Winnebago, the Wishosk 
  

of the tiest Coast of forth America, the Pimas of Lower Californie, the Quiches 

of Guatenala, and the Ultoto of Colombia. A fiat oreetion is found among the 

Yuki of Clifoyhias, the Wishosk, the Pimas, the Quiches, ond the Inoas of Fert. 

The iden that) there was originally a primeval water everywhere was re- 

corded in ae previous seotion seventeen times, and all seventeen of the 

tribes were either in North or Central Amerioas Several tribes in addition 

to theses ghe being 4n South America, record a primal fog or darknesss 

  

The rt A thas have an acoount of the all-embracing water ares the iiusko= 

gees;3. the Oreckes Seminoles, Choctaws, Chicasaws, and the Natchez of the 

Ratoheg’ groups fs Omaha; the Parmee; the Arapho; the Zuni; the Athabascan 

groups ‘the Yul 5 jMaidus and Wintu of Californias the Selieh; the Mixteos of 

Nexico; rand the Quiochse of Guatemlas 
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The detail that man was formed froa dley or earth is, interestingly 

enough, fairly widespread. It is found among the tribea of Horth Auerica, 

Hexico, Central America, and South Amerioa. With the exception of the Incas, 

who recorded that Viracocha created men by oarving stone statues, these 

tribes all describe the creation of man from ésrth: the Creeks, Seminoles, 

Chootaws, Hatahes, end Chioasaws of the Natphez group; the Maskhogees; tho . 

Hopi; the Yuki and Maiduj the Selish; the Tarasoans of Mexico; the Quichss; 

the Tunje of Colombia; the Carlbs; the Chaco; the Incas. The creation of a 

primeval pair, male and female, was a part of the oreation myths of only ; 

seven tribes: the Araphe, the Yuki, the Maidu, the Selish, the Tarascans, 

the Chaoo, and the Incase 

Less frequent yet is the statement that the Greator was pleased with 

his creation. But, on the other hand, so very rarely is the Creator dis- 

pleased with it ~-- the account of the Quiche oreators' displeasure with their 

ereation of man is one of the rare instances << that one might rightly argue 

from silence that most of the tribes assumed the Creator liked his oreatione 1 

het ever the case may Dae in the praeadine inquiry only three tribes include 

this’ detail in their acoountse They are the Arapho, the Yuki, and the qui-e =
 

_ ohese .Perhapa the referenoe to the Qui ches requires an explanation. The ore~ 

ators, according to the Popol Vuh, were very well pleesed with their orention 

as 2 Whole; the only detail that displeased them was the formation of man 

from mud. ; i ts ‘ 

The idea of the paradisio bliss, ao primal joy and happinesis is algo 

found only in the myths of three tribes; the Omaha, the Hopi and the Caribs.   Partioularly was this polnt brought out in conneotion with the Guiana tribes.    
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And finally, there is the reference to a force of evil, in many in~ 

stances, in the orcation myths of the Amerindlans, an individual not un- 

like the Christian concept of Satane The western tribes of North America 

particularly have vivid desoriptions of this individual, personified to 

them in the figure.of Coyote. These are the tribes that: inolude the conospt 

of 2 Fdevil" as.opposing the Creator: the Maidu, the Hooa tribes (Atsugewl 

ond Achomawl), the Wintu, and the Guiches. 

With these statistios in mind, one oannot help but conclude that there 

might be some relationship omong these mythse That they all came from a 

possible somzon tradition, and that the similarities are not due to the 

later influence of missionaries, is a conclusion not as ridioulous as some 

_ Suggest. the widespread similarities, and the numerous indentical details 

found among these myths, definitely indicate that they most likely had a 

oomuon traditions that furthermore, this traditional account and the Bibli- 

oal account of Genesis record one and the gue things and ‘that the former 

poseibly had its origin in the latter. : 

Father Sohmidt, as he reviews the numerous similarities of myths all 

over the world, and the Western Hemisphere in particular, has come to the 

  

same conclusion. In his Origin and Growth of Religion he indlostes these 

points of almost universal agreement: 

Tho Supreme Being is recognized as creator more or less definitely 
+ « « among the Ainu . . a the oldest Tierra del Fuegian people (the 
Halakwulup) and most espeoially among the primitives of the American 
North-West, the North Central Coliforniens, the Algonking both East= 

ern end Western, and the Algonkinized Winnebagoe Im this last group 
we find the idea of creation in its highest form, that of creation 
x nihilo, expressed with the greatest definiteness end expliocitenesse 
Their myths are concerned above all with creation, and thelr great na+— 

tional ceremonies are representations and repetitions of the creative 
prooess. TheSupreme Being is explicitly reoogniz@¢ as oreator of the 
earth and of the universe's « . ationg the Bushman, the Ainuy the Sane" i 
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oyeds, all the North American primitives, the Halakawulup . « « 
The raising of the earth from the primeval deep, in a myth found anong 
the Samoyeds, some North Central Californians and Alzonkins, is accon- 
plished by the Suprence Being in the authentic Arapaho creation story, 
and not by waterfowl. Almost the same peoples aolmowledse the Suprene 
Being as creator of men also, or of the the primal pair, which is the 
oldest form of the oreation of mn . « « As to the fashion in whioh 
he mads the first man or men, that is by no means always explained. In 
North Central California, where our information on the subject is nost 
complete, three methods are described . . . In the third, his body was 
formed out of clay and life was put into the bodies of alay overnight 
by the Supreme Being sweating amongst them . .« « Among the Alnu, God 
nek; 7s the skeleton out of = piece of wood and fills in the gaps with 
earth « « s 

Father Sehnidt continues to sumaarize the world-wide similarities, toc 

numercus to mention in deteil here. But the sum and substance of his con< 

Glusions concerning the origin of these myths has been summed up in a short 

  

paregraph in his Primitive Revelation, where he is disoussing primitive 

religions: 

in fine, vherever we find information about the origin of these reli- 
Elons, ve are never told that the people in question has made its om 
religion; ond even less do we glean answers that would warrant our oon- 
cluding to a slow growth and development of these religions through ~ 
men's searching and inquiry. The changes whith we perceive are, with- 
out excerstion, a decline from higher to iswer levels - » « Taken all 

in all, the date given ue by the very sdherents of the oldest religiongs 

not only do not favor the assumption that these religions were created by 

the searching and inquiry of men, but, what is more, they do not 

mention even a single word about it, All their direst answers point : 

to © belief in a divine revelation.@ # 

Father Sahnidt does not nerely attack the theory that man developed os 

type of orention story and religion over a period of yeorss but he has aone 

‘aiinetm Schmidt, Origin and Growth of Religion (Hew York: The Dial 3 
Press, 1951) pp. 2724 2750 

  

®t hel Sohmidt, Primitive Reveletion (St- Louiss. Herder Book Cos, 
G.19S°} pp. 176. 177. 
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to the oonclugsion timt these myths spring from a, divine revelation, and 

intimates that the Biblical account of Genesis was the original tradition 

from which the others were copied, handed dow, and orally transmitted. 

Here is his defense of the Bible in the light of modern investigations: 

From the colgn of vantage of our present Twentieth Century, and after 
countless ethnological investigations, we of today oan reconstruct a 
picture of the first beginnings of the human race; in many points this 
picture harmonizea with reality. But, of course, it is utterly out 
of the question that such a picture could have been sketohed by the 
Israclites, could have been excozitated ont of nothing, at soma later 
period in their history, Had the Israelites really set thenselves to 
compose such a picture, it would have proven to be sovething totally 
differant, perhaps something like the Babylonian histories, which from 
the beginning to end are stamped with their late origin or transitime 
So when we meet with such an astonishingly congruous picture of that 
primitive age in the Sacred Book of the Israelites, we must conolude 

that such could have gotten there only. on the pinions of traditons 
tit had been sacredly guarded for thousands of years -- traditons which, 
in their ultimate analysis, extending far into the past, oannot have 

been too far removed from the tiues which they profess to desori be.” 

Previously in the Intraduction, Father Schmidt's theory of the trans- 

mission of myths along with the imnigrations ecross the Behring Strait f 

frou Asia, was outlined. Franz Boagy who has also made a detailed study of 

Amerindian myths, has come to the same general conclusion. Muntsch relates 

that: 

Boas studied the diffusion of myths with special reference to Amerioan 
mythology. He believes that the same combination of elements in the 

stories of two regions indicate diffusion from a single centere He not 

only admits diffusion of tales between the Eskimo and the nortiwesteern 

bribes, but believes "thant the facts justify the conclusion that ee 

mission of tales between Asia and America has actually taken place." 

Muntsch relates that primitive religion, not only does not prove that man’s 

  

Stbid. p. 221. 

“a.bert suntsch, Galturel, Anthropolozy (Hew York: Bruce Fublishing 
Coen 621954) Pe all. 
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religion evolved fron ‘aonething lower, but proves the opposite. He wrote 

that: "Primitive mythology is, therefore, 2 proof that, far back in the 

earliest days, man was not a dumb creature in the presence of the sublime 

and aweful phenomena of nature. 9 

Therefore, with the possibility of the transmission of ayths from Asia 

to Awerioa firmly established, and the likelihood that the Amerindians® mytha 

evolved locally poorly-aupported by fact, and the similarity between myths 

demanding an explanation, it appears quite evident, as far as evidense is 

available, that all these myths did come from a common tradition, which was 

substentlelly tha snme account as recorded in Genssise As James Freeman 

Clarke has so aptly sumerized the whole situation throughout the primitive 

world, as well ac for the primitives of the New Worlds 

It is an unquestionable fact, and a very curious one, that the human 
race ehould have thus held te a teginning. They never seemed to have 
thought for @ moment that things have always been as. they are note 
They have believed in the existence first of formless matter which 
aftervard took form uader the influence of some superhunan intell- 
igence.e Every religion and every mythology has held te the same form= 
ula, "from chaos to cosmoa. "6 

And tits the inquiry conoluces. Once more the question of Dre Zwemar is 

posed: "Who aan resist the conclusion that these many ond multiform creation- 

nyths, these constant memories of the lost "age of innocense* point to a com- 

mon human tradition and corroborate the Soriptural data?s” Few. can resist, for 

that is just what the facts point to: a o:mmon human tradition and a corro- 

boration of Scriptural data! 

  

Sipid.e pe 2066 

S3anes Freenan Clarke, op. cites ppe 195. 1965 

Tsomel ‘Zweners The Origin of Religion (lew York: Lolzeaux Bross, 

1935) pe 120.  
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